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ABSTRACT 
 

In vitro Insight toward the Mutagenicity of Carbon and 
Oxygen-Linked C8-Aryl-Deoxyguanosine Adducts 

 

Anne M. R. Verwey               Advisor: 
University of Guelph, 2015              Professor R. A. Manderville 
 
 

Aryl radicals generated through metabolism of polyaromatic hydrocarbons 

and arylhydrazines can react directly at the C8-site of 2’-deoxyguanosine (dG) to 

form carbon (C)-linked C8-dG adducts. The ambident reactivity of phenolic 

radicals can yield either C- or oxygen (O)-linked C8-dG adducts. Studies on 

nitrogen (N)-linked C8-dG adducts show that conformation (syn versus anti) 

plays a critical role in mutagenic outcome, e.g. targeted (at the site) or semi-

targeted (distal from the site of damage) mutations. N-Linked adducts can also 

block DNA replication by high-fidelity polymerases, and reduce bypass efficiency 

of specialized Y-family translesion polymerases. To determine the mutagenicity 

of C- and O-linked C8-dG adducts, modifications with increasing aryl size and 

shape were incorporated into the G3-site of the NarI sequence in a 22mer 

template. Primer extension assays were performed with two model polymerase 

enzymes. These biochemical results expand our understanding of the 

mutagenicity of C- and O-linked adducts. 
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1.1 DNA Structure  
The highly conserved genetic information of each living organism is made 

up of the complex biopolymer deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA is composed of 

a series of four subunits termed nucleotides, each of which contains a 

nitrogenous base, a pentose sugar, and a phosphate group.1 When the 

phosphate is absent, the unit is referred to as a nucleoside. The phosphate group 

is important because it forms a phosphodiester linkage between the 5’ hydroxyl 

of one pentose sugar and the 3’ hydroxyl of the next, to create the sugar-

phosphate backbone connecting the nucleotides of DNA (Figure 1-1). This order 

of connectivity provides distinct ends of DNA that contain either a free 5’ or 3’ 

hydroxyl group that is important for replication. Separated into two classes, there 

are four nitrogenous bases found in DNA: purines – including adenine (A) and 

guanine (G), and pyrimidines – including cytosine (C) and thymine (T).1,2 The 

numbering convention for the pentose sugar, purine and pyrimidine bases are 

given in Figure 1-1. Attached though a glycosidic bond at the 1’ carbon of the 

pentose sugar, purines are connected at N9, while pyrimidines are connected at 

N1 to the sugar backbone.  
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Figure 1-1: Structure and connectivity of the four nucleotides that compose DNA – 
adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine. 

Two anti-parallel strands of DNA associate to form duplex DNA, most 

prominently found in a double-helical conformation known as B-DNA. Along with 

stacking of the base pairs and van der Waals interactions, interstrand hydrogen 

(H) bonding between complementary base pairs is important for stabilization of 

this structure.1 Watson and Crick determined a distinct hydrogen bonding pattern 

between the bases, where two hydrogen bonds form between A and T, and three 

hydrogen bonds form between G and C (Figure 1-2).3 The atoms of each 

nucleobase that participate in Watson-Crick (W-C) H-bonding comprise the ‘W-C 

face’ of the respective base. This W-C bonding pattern gives rise to the rule that 

the number of purines in duplex DNA is equal to the number of pyrimidines.4 
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Figure 1-2: Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding pattern between A with T, and G with C of 
anti-parallel DNA strands. 

B-DNA is the most stable conformation of duplex DNA under physiological 

conditions. B-DNA is the classical model where the two anti-parallel 

complementary strands wind in a right-handed manner around a common axis 

with approximately 10 base pairs per turn. This structure places the hydrophilic 

backbone in the outer aqueous environment, while the hydrophobic bases are 

stacked and sheltered in the interior of the helix, creating distinct major and minor 

grooves on the surface of the duplex (Figure 1-3). Duplex DNA has also been 

characterized in A- and Z-form conformations.1 A-form DNA also winds in a right-

handed fashion and is favoured in dehydrated environments. Z-form DNA is 

favoured for sequences rich in alternating G:C, C:G base pairs, and possesses a 

left-handed helical rotation with an almost non-existent major groove and deep 

minor groove.2  
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Figure 1-3: Double helical B-DNA structure of duplex DNA, where the hydrophobic 
nucleobases are stacked on the interior and the hydrophilic backbone is exposed on the 
exterior. This right-handed twist creates distinct major and minor grooves. 

Rotation of the single bonds in DNA allows for many of these different 

conformations of DNA to occur. One extremely important bond is the glycosidic 

bond, which is greatly influenced by steric interactions, especially for the purine 

bases. The most energetically favorable orientations of the glycosidic bond are 

syn and anti. Due to the larger size of the purine bases, they preferentially adopt 

the anti-conformation to relieve steric strain between the nucleobase and 

pentose sugar. This conformation directs the W-C face of the base into the 

center of the helix and toward the opposing strand5 allowing normal H-bonding. 

However, as free rotation of the glycosidic bond occurs, it is possible for the syn-

conformation to exist in DNA, allowing for different hydrogen bonding patterns to 

arise through the Hoogsteen binding face with a mismatched opposing base 

(Figure 1-4).6  
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Figure 1-4: The anti-conformation of guanine, which exposes the W-C bonding face, is in 
equilibrium with the syn-conformation due to free rotation of the glycosidic bond. When in 
the syn-conformation, H-bonding with opposing bases may still occur through the 
Hoogsteen binding face. 

1.2 DNA Replication 

1.2.1 Replication 

As new cells are generated, genetic information is conserved through the 

replication of DNA. This conservation of information is made possible by both 

strands of duplex DNA acting as a template for the synthesis of a new 

complementary strand.4 Replication in this fashion is deemed the 

semiconservative method, as it produces two molecules of duplex DNA, each 

containing one new and one old strand.1 For this important process to occur, a 

short segment of DNA complementary to the template, called a primer, is 

required.7 The primer provides a starting point for nucleotides to be attached. 

Nucleotides are attached via formation of a phosphodiester bridge between the 

free 3’ hydroxyl at the end of the primer, and the α-phosphate on the 5’ end of 

the deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) complementary to the opposing base in 

the template strand.2,8 This reaction is catalyzed by specialized enzymes called 

DNA polymerases. 
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1.2.2 DNA Polymerase 

The structures and mechanisms of DNA polymerases have been well 

studied. The comparison of amino acid sequences has revealed five different 

families of polymerase enzymes.9 Crystal structures of these different families 

have shown a common overall structure that resembles a “right hand”, consisting 

of subdomains termed the “thumb”, “finger”, and “palm” domains.9,10 The 

functions of these main domains are generally conserved; however, the shape of 

each domain and active site may be altered, or extra domains may be present, 

depending on the specific DNA polymerase family.11 Commonly, the palm 

domain binds two divalent metal cations (most often Mg+2)12 that are used during 

the catalytic transfer of nucleotides onto the growing primer. The palm also 

contains amino acid residues that may help detect mistakes during replication. 

The fingers function to correctly orient the templating DNA and incoming dNTP 

relative to the metal ions in the active site, while the thumb domain assists in 

DNA positioning and contributes to the processivity of the enzyme.9,13,14  

The major function of all polymerase is to catalyze the formation of a 

phosphodiester bridge between the incoming dNTP and the primer. These 

enzymes often perform this reaction at extremely high rates with high fidelity. In 

replicative polymerases, selection for the correct dNTP to be incorporated is 

partially due to W-C hydrogen bonding interactions with the templating base, but 

the polymerase also plays an important role in enhancing fidelity though 

geometric constraints in the active site.1 When a correct base pair is detected in 

the active site, a conformational change occurs in the enzyme allowing the dNTP 
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to be connected to the growing primer, and pyrophosphate to be released.12,15 

The enzyme then translocates to the next 5’ templating base for further 

extension. Since the polymerase moves along the template starting from its 3’ 

end, the new complementary strand is formed in the 5’ to 3’ direction.1,2 

However, this process is not perfect - a variety of mistakes can occur as 

replication proceeds, including base substitutions and polymerase stalling. 

Most organisms contain a set of polymerase, allowing specific enzymes to 

be used at various stages during replication. Bacteria such as Escherichia coli 

(E. coli) are known to contain five DNA polymerases,10 while 16 are known in 

eukaryotes.11,16 Many polymerase enzymes contain secondary functions, 

including repairing mistakes made during replication, or they have decreased 

fidelity in order to continue replication of damaged DNA. These extra abilities are 

important in order to improve fidelity and suppress mutagenesis. A common 

secondary function of polymerase is nuclease activities, which are used to 

remove incorrectly inserted bases.1 Nucleases are enzymes that degrade DNA. 

For example, exonucleases are able to degrade one nucleotide at a time from 

one end or the other (5’ to 3’, or 3’ to 5’), while endonucleases are able to 

degrade from specific internal points to create smaller fragments of DNA. An 

example is E. coli DNA polymerase II, which is used as a DNA repair enzyme 

because it contains both 3’ to 5’ exonuclease abilities to removed incorrect 

bases, and 5’ to 3’ polymerase activities to insert a new dNTP.1  
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Two major types of DNA polymerase are important for the research 

presented in this thesis: high fidelity polymerase and translesion polymerase. 

These two types of polymerase will be discussed in more detail below. 

	   1.2.2.1 High-Fidelity Polymerase 

Most replicative polymerases work with high fidelity. For example, in E. 

coli, only one error is made for every 109 to 1010 nucleotides incorporated.1 As 

with many other organisms, proofreading of the newly formed strand by 

polymerase occurs during replication, which aids this high fidelity process.17 In 

general, high fidelity polymerases can only fit one templating nucleotide in their 

tight active site, favouring accurate replication when correct Watson-Crick base 

pairing is established with the incoming dNTP.16 However, when an incorrect 

dNTP is added to the primer, translocation of the enzyme is inhibited, allowing for 

the intrinsic 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity to remove the misincorporated 

nucleotide.1 An example is E. coli DNA polymerase I, which is involved in 

replication and repair of DNA.18 This polymerase not only contains 3’ to 5’ 

exonuclease activity, but also 5’ to 3’ exonuclease ability that is used to remove a 

segment of previously synthesized DNA. This extra nuclease activity is located in 

a separate domain of the enzyme9 that can easily be cleaved off through 

protease degradation.19 The remaining N-terminal large fragment, known as the 

Klenow fragment (Kf), retains its 5’ to 3’ polymerase and 3’ to 5’ proofreading 

exonuclease activities,19,20 making it an excellent model for studying template 

directed DNA synthesis.21 Mutations at two amino acids in the 3’ to 5’ 

exonuclease active site can abolish this activity, creating an exonuclease 
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negative mutant of the Klenow fragment (Kf−).22 Due to its small size, slow 

polymerization rate, and lack of accessory proteins, the Klenow fragment has 

been ideal for studying a variety of aspects in replication, including nucleotide 

insertion preference of correct and incorrect bases.20 

Due to the ‘induced-fit’ mechanism of replication by high fidelity 

polymerases, the presence of modified bases in the template strand either slows 

or blocks replication.23 Blockage or stalling during replication occurs through the 

distortion of the DNA duplex and polymerase active site.16 Such stalling in vivo is 

believed to be a trigger for the recruitment of Y-family translesion polymerases 

for potential bypass.24 

1.2.2.2.Translesion Polymerase 

Y-family polymerases are best characterized by their ability to perform 

translesion synthesis (TLS) allowing for bypass of bulky adducts.24 Similar to 

other polymerase families, the Y-family polymerases are structurally and 

functionally alike. Possessing the same right handed catalytic core structure as 

other polymerase families, the Y-family also contains an extra domain at the C-

terminal end of the core, called the “little finger”, which fits in the major groove of 

double-stranded DNA (Figure 1-5).24 Crystal structures of Y-family polymerases 

show a more open active site with increased solvent exposure than replicative 

polymerase,25 allowing for the accommodation of bulky DNA lesions, or even two 

nucleotides of the template strand.16,24 Having fewer interactions with the 

polymerase, adducted DNA bases in the template strand have the ability to rotate 

within the active site to be in the most favorable conformation. Modified bases 
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have even been observed to be displaced and looped out of the active site 

entirely, creating a slipped intermediate, which, if bypassed, could lead to 

deletion mutations.16 For example, the well-studied N-linked aromatic amine 

adduct – N-acetyl-2-aminofluorene (AAF) – has been shown to promote 2-base 

deletion mutations in vivo through a 2-base slipped intermediate in guanine-rich 

DNA.26 A classic example of the importance of these TLS polymerase in humans 

is observed when Y-family polymerase are unable to bypass thymidine dimers, 

leading to the sunlight-sensitive cancer-prone skin condition called Xeroderma 

pigmentosum.27,28 More possible mutations that can arise though replication will 

be further discussed below. 

	  
Figure 1-5: Crystal structure of the Dpo4 ternary complex. Both the protein and DNA 
backbones are shown in ribbon diagrams, DNA bases as rods, and the incoming 
nucleotide and the Ca2+ ion in a ball-and-stick model. The Dpo4 structural domains are 
shown in red (palm), green (thumb), blue (finger), and purple (little finger); the DNA is in 
gold. Secondary structures are named in alphabetic or numeric order for α  helices and 
β  strands, respectively, following their order in the primary sequence. (a) A view looking 
into the active site with the palm, finger, thumb, and little finger domains well separated. 
(b) A view down the DNA-helical axis. Reprinted with permission from reference 31. 

Structure of a Y-Family DNA Polymerase
93

Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics

MAD data statistics (15.0–2.4 Å)

! (Å)1 0.9832 0.9794 0.9790 0.9686
0.017 0.025 0.024 0.027

0.030 0.017 0.029
0.041 0.019

0.033
R merge2 0.026 0.032 0.037 0.032
Completeness 96.3% 95.2% 95.7% 95.8%

Figure-of-merit: 0.63 & Score: 51.02 (determined by SOLVE)

Refinement

Crystal (space group) Type I (P21212) Type II (P21212)
Unit cell (a, b, c) (Å) 97.1, 102.8, 52.3 97.1, 101.9, 52.5
Nonhydrogen atoms 3948 3585
Resolution range3 26.6–1.70 Å (1.73–1.70 Å) 29.2–2.10 Å (2.14–2.10 Å)
R merge2,3 0.040 (0.554) 0.033 (0.331)
Unique reflection 57,010 30,292
Completeness3 97.6 (98.4) 97.3 (98.1)
R value4 0.213 0.221
Rfree

5 0.228 (1122 reflections) 0.278 (1452 reflections)
R.m.s.d. bond length (Å) 0.017 0.016
R.m.s.d. bond angle (") 1.943 1.74
Ave. B-value (Wilson) (Å2) 34.9 (27.2) 41.7 (37.9)

1 Values represent the Bijvoet difference ratios at each wavelength (diagonal elements) and dispersive difference ratios between two wavelengths
(off-diagonal elements).
2 Rmerge # $h$i|Ihi % &Ih'|/$&Ih', where Ihi is the intensity of the ith observation of reflection h, and &Ih' is the average intensity of redundant
measurements of the h reflections.
3 Data of the highest resolution shell is shown in parentheses.
4 R value # $||Fo| % |Fc||/$|Fo|, where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure-factor amplitudes.
5 Rfree is monitored with the number of reflections in parentheses excluded from refinement.

first and is followed by the finger and palm domains (Pelletier et al., 1996). Regardless of the topological se-
quence and difference in secondary structures, the three(Steitz, 1999). Eukaryotic pol( is unique in that its do-

mains occur in the order of thumb, palm, and finger domains form a functionally equivalent U-shaped struc-

Figure 1. Crystal Structure of the Dpo4 Ternary Complex

Both the protein and DNA backbones are shown in ribbon diagrams, DNA bases as rods, and the incoming nucleotide and the Ca2) ion in a
ball-and-stick model. The Dpo4 structural domains are shown in red (palm), green (thumb), blue (finger), and purple (little finger); the DNA is
in gold. Secondary structures are named in alphabetic or numeric order for * helices and ( strands, respectively, following their order in the
primary sequence.
(a) A view looking into the active site with the palm, finger, thumb, and little finger domains well separated. (b) A view down the DNA-helical axis.
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The spaciousness of TLS polymerase leads to fewer interactions of the 

active site with the DNA, significantly decreasing the fidelity of these enzymes, 

especially for undamaged templates, with error rates increased up to 100 times, 

compared to replicative polymerase.12,24,27,28 Y-family enzymes replicate DNA in 

a distributive manner, and lack 3’ to 5’ exonuclease abilities28 leading to their 

increased error rates. To avoid high levels of spontaneous mutagenesis, it is 

important that these low-fidelity enzymes only be used as required.29  

The Y-family lesion-bypass DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4) from Sulfolobus 

solfataricus has been highly studied, and is often used as a model for translesion 

polymerase due to its ease of availability.30 However, most organisms often 

encode more than one Y-family polymerase to accommodate different lesions 

with various efficiency. For example, E.coli has two (pol IV and pol V), while 

humans have four (pol η, pol ι, pol κ, and Rev1).27 Another reason Dpo4 is often 

employed in enzymatic studies is due to its similarities, in terms of lesion bypass, 

to eukaryotic pol η.24  

1.3 DNA Damage 
A variety of spontaneous chemical reactions can occur with DNA, often 

resulting in damage and the loss of genetic information. These reactions include 

deamination – loss of the exocyclic amine groups on DNA bases,32 

deglycosylation – breakage of the glycosidic bond leading to an abasic site,33 and 

site-specific covalent modifications by alkylating or oxidizing compounds. 

Sources of chemicals that are involved in DNA damage can be exogenous or 
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endogenous including alcohols, pesticides, dietary components and 

contaminants, and air pollution.34-36  

1.3.1 Covalent Modification 

All four nucleotides are susceptible to covalent modification by reactive 

chemical species to form addition products (adducts). The formation of covalent 

adducts can occur as a direct process, though more frequently the carcinogenic 

compounds require metabolic activation to a more reactive species, including an 

electrophile or radical.37-40 A number of enzymes are able to activate chemical 

carcinogens, including glutathione transferase, N-acetyltransferase, and 

sulfotransferase.41,42 The reactive intermediates preferentially target various 

positions of the nitrogenous base due to the many nucleophilic heteroatoms 

present with lone pairs of electrons or a negative charge.43 The site of 

modification depends on the type of activated species as ‘hard’ electrophiles, 

such as carbonium and nitrenium ions prefer to react with similarly ‘hard’ 

nucleophilic centers, such as the lone pairs of electrons on the amino nitrogen 

and keto oxygen atoms of the nucleobases.44  

Of the four nucleobases, guanine has the lowest oxidation potential of 

1.29 V versus normal hydrogen electrode (NHE), compared to 1.42, 1.6 and 1.7 

V/NHE for adenine, cytosine and thymine, respectively.45 This low oxidation 

potential makes guanine the base most commonly targeted by electrophiles.6 

The sites on dG prone to react with electrophilic or radical species are presented 

in Figure 1-6.46 The N1 and N2 positions are targeted by Michael acceptors46 and 

quinone methides44 derived from chlorophenols. The N2 position can also be 
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targeted by heterocyclic amines (HCA),47 and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAH).46 PAHs, which are environmental pollutants produced through the 

incomplete combustion of organic materials such as gasoline and tobacco 

smoke,48 can be activated by cytochrome P450 to create reactive diol 

epoxides.49,50 Alkylating agents, derived from nitrosamines, typically react with 

the endocyclic N7 and exocyclic O6 atoms.46 The C8-site of dG is known to be 

susceptible to attack by aryl radicals derived from aromatic amines, 

nitroaromatics, PAHs and small aryl and phenol moieties.6,46,47  

	  
Figure 1-6: Site-specific modifications of dG by chemical carcinogens. 

It is important to consider that the relative rate of adduct formation by any 

given electrophile is dependent on the structure of DNA. Conformation and steric 

factors play a major role in determining the rate of adduct formation due to 

accessibility of nucleophilic sites. In duplex DNA, only the edges of the 

nucleobases are exposed in the major or minor grooves (Figure 1-7). For 

guanine, N1 is normally involved in Watson-Crick base pairing; therefore, it is 

more hidden from reactive species on the interior of the helix. Positions O6, N7, 

and C8, however, are particularly susceptible to adduction, because they are 

most often exposed in the larger major groove.43,44  
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Figure 1-7: Orientation of a G:C base pair in duplex DNA. 

1.3.2 C8-Aryl-dG Adducts 

The reactivity of the C8-site of dG with many established carcinogens is 

known. However, this reactivity is an interesting feature since the C8-site is not 

thought to be highly nucleophilic, like the heteroatoms of the nucleobase.6,46 The 

C8-site is indeed the preferred site for many radical reactions, which in part 

stems from the low oxidation potential of dG. The reactive oxygen species •OH is 

known to react directly with dG to form 7,8-dihydro-8-oxo-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-

oxo-dG), as shown in Figure 1-8a.45 8-Oxo-dG is the most common oxidative 

lesion observed in duplex DNA and subsequently serves as a biomarker for 

cellular oxidative damage.51 The formation of this lesion also supports that the 

C8-site is susceptible to attack by a variety of radical producing agents.45,46,52 

Many compounds have been determined to attach at the C8-site and are 

classified as nitrogen (N)-linked, oxygen (O)-linked, or carbon (C)-linked, based 

on which atom is directly connected. The addition of substituents at this site can 

be problematic as the added moiety can affect the conformational equilibrium of 

the glycosidic bond, shifting it from the anti- to syn-conformation (Figure 1-8b). 
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The distorted syn-conformation of C8-aryl-dG adducts can interfere with Watson-

Crick base pairing and potentially distort the helical DNA structure.53  

	  
Figure 1-8: (a) The oxidative lesion 8-oxo-dG. (b) The addition of substituents (R) at the C8-
site of dG causes the conformational equilibrium to shift toward the syn-conformation, to 
relieve steric strain. 

	   1.3.2.1 N-Linked Adducts 

The N-linked adducts have been extensively studied and provide much of 

our understanding for the structural and biological impact of C8-dG adducts.54 N-

linked C8-adducts such as 4-aminobiphenyl, and 2-napthylamine are derived 

from chemicals used in the dye industry, while aminopyrene (AP) (Figure 1-9) 

results from the reduction of nitropyrene – a combustion product of diesel fuel.38 

Even the browning of meats, and fish at high heat has been demonstrated to 

produce an array of mutagenic HCA species including 2-amino-3-

methylimidazo[4,5-f]quinoline (IQ) (Figure 1-9).55 Two of the most extensively 

studied arylamine adducts are 2-aminofluorene (AF) and N-acetyl-2-
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aminofluorene (AAF) (Figure 1-9), developed but never used as pesticides due to 

their mutagenic potential.56   

	  
Figure 1-9: The addition of N-linked adducts causes guanine to flip to the syn-
conformation to relieve steric strain. The structures of the bulky moiety of some highly 
studied N-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts are shown. 

Before reaction with DNA, the precursor compounds of N-linked adducts 

are metabolically activated to N-hydroxylamines, either through N-oxidation by 

cytochrome P450, or reduction of nitro groups by cytosolic nitroreductases.6,42  

N-Acetyltransferase or sulfotransferase then esterify these N-hydroxylamines, 

followed by solvolysis of the resulting hydroxylamine ester. This produces aryl 

nitrenium ions that can react with the nucleobases, predominantly at C8 of 

guanine, but also in small amounts at N2.6,47,57 The resulting N-linked C8-dG 

adducts contain a flexible amine tether separating the aryl rings from the 

nucleobase. These adducts can therefore adopt three distinct conformational 

motifs in duplex DNA, depending on the orientation about the glycosidic bond 

(anti or syn) and the location of the bulky aryl ring within the duplex (Figure 1-
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bonding with the opposing cytosine, directing the C8-aryl group into the solvent 

exposed major groove. In the base-displaced stacked (S-type) conformation, the 

adducted base adopts the syn conformation, and stacks the aryl ring between 

neighbouring base pairs in the duplex, breaking normal base pairing with the 

opposing cytosine and displacing it out of the helix. In the wedged (W-type) 

conformation, the syn conformation is also adopted by the modified base, but 

steric clash at the lesion site, or Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding with the opposing 

base, places the aryl moiety in the minor groove.59 

	  
Figure 1-10: Possible orientations of bulky N-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts in duplex DNA 
when paired against C. 

A combination of conformational preference, aryl ring size,60 and DNA 

sequence61 play a role in the distinct mutagenic outcome of the N-linked 

adducts.54 There are two different bulky N-linked adduct types known – 

acetylated and nonacetylated – which also plays a role in determining mutagenic 

outcome.61 The acetylated lesions are fixed in the syn-conformation due to the 

presence of an N-acetyl group, making them strong blocks to replicative 

polymerases, and promoting possible frameshift mutations when bypassed by 

TLS polymerase. In contrast, nonacetylated lesions often are passed by 

replicative polymerase, though with reduced efficiency. This is possible since 
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these adducts have more rotational flexibility about the glycosidic bond, allowing 

for proper W-C pairing to occur by shifting to the anti-conformation.23,61,62 

However, for both types of N-linked adducts, duplex disruption is increased as 

the size of the aryl moiety is increased, ultimately leading to reduced bypass 

efficiency.60,61 

	   1.3.2.2 C-Linked Adducts 

Compared to the N-linked adducts, there is limited understanding of the 

mutagenic effects of C- and O-linked adducts, as little research has been 

published on these types of C8-aryl-dG adducts. Bioactivation of PAHs,37,49 and 

arylhydrazines63 can lead to radical species that covalently attach to produce C-

linked adducts, while activation of phenols can lead to either C- or O-linked 

adducts64,65 at the C8-site of dG. The metabolic activation of these precursors to 

reactive radical species occurs through one-electron oxidation catalyzed by 

peroxidase enzymes.49,65,66 The resulting C-linked adducts are similar in aryl ring 

size and shape to their N-linked counterparts, but they lack the connective amine 

tether. This direct attachment of the C-linked variety, promotes the preference of 

the syn-orientation and reduces the conformational flexibility (defined by angle 

χ, Figure 1-11).66 The aryl moiety and nucleobase often exhibit a high degree of 

twist (defined by the angle θ, Figure 1-11) making the molecule non-planar in 

order to reduce steric clashes.66  
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Figure 1-11: Addition of C-linked C8-aryl adducts causes dG to prefer the syn-
conformation. A few aryl groups known to have carcinogenic effects are presented. 

The formation of C-linked C8-dG adducts has been associated with a 

variety of mutagenic outcomes. For example, the C8-lesion produced by the 

radical cation of the PAH benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P, Figure 1-11)49,50 is thought to 

be involved in both G to T and G to C transversions within yeast cells.67 The 

chlorophenolic mycotoxin ochratoxin A (OTA, Figure 1-11) has been shown to 

produce a C-linked C8-aryl-dG adduct in vivo,68 which when exposed to male 

rats, caused deletion mutations in their kidney tissue.69 OTA is produced by 

several species of the Aspergillus and Penicillium fungi that contaminate many 

food sources including grains and grain-feed meats.46,70 Additionally, 

arylhydrazines found in mushrooms and tobacco generate phenyl radicals upon 

activation that lead to C8-phenyl-dG adducts,35,71 which is shown to be 

mutagenic in bacteria. Previous in vitro primer extension experiments showed the 
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progress of DNA replication by the high fidelity DNA polymerases E. coli DNA 

polymerase I Klenow fragment exo− and mammalian DNA pol alpha to be 

strongly blocked by C8-phenyl-dG (PhdG, Figure 1-11).40 

 The C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts utilized within this Thesis are presented 

in Figure 1-12. These modifications were chosen to determine the effect of 

increasing aryl ring size of directly attached lesions at the C8-site during 

replication. Initially, the effect of increasing ring size was determined with the five 

membered ring 2-furan-dG (FurdG), the six-membered ring phenyl-dG (PhdG), 

and the fused double ring system of quinoline-dG (QdG). Benzothiophene-dG 

(BThdG) and pyrene-dG (PydG) were also used to determine the effect of C-

linked adducts with extension of the ring systems in a linear, and bulky fashion, 

respectively. PhdG, QdG, and PydG are all models for known carcinogens 

derived from arylhydrazines and PAHs. 

	  
Figure 1-12: Structures of C-linked C8-aryl adducts used to determine the mutagenic effect 
of DNA lesions directly attached to dG. 
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	   1.3.2.3 Phenols 

Phenolic compounds are classified as any molecule containing at least 

one aromatic ring bearing one or more hydroxyl group.72,73 Phenols can be 

created naturally in a variety of organisms, as well as synthesized through a 

variety of industrial processes.72,74 Endogenously produced phenols in humans 

include the amino acid tyrosine (Figure 1-13), which is used as an important 

functional group within some enzymes,1 and the tocopherol phenol Vitamin E 

(Figure 1-13), which can act as an antioxidant.75 Antioxidant compounds act as 

free radical scavengers to prevent damage to cellular components, such as lipid 

peroxidation of biological membranes.73,76 Phenols can also be produced by a 

number of other species including trichlorophenol (TCP, Figure 1-13)) by the 

hypholoma class of basidiomycetes,77 and OTA (Figure 1-13), a chlorinated 

phenolic toxin, is a food contaminant produced by Aspergillus and Penicillium 

fungi.46 Exogenous phenols can be prepared as by-products from industrial 

reactions, such as the environmental contaminants 2,4-dimethylphenol and p-

cresol, formed through processing of oil.78,79   
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Figure 1-13: Examples of phenolic compounds found in the human body include tyrosine 
and vitamin E, while chlorinated phenols such as OTA, TCP and PCP, are thought to 
contribute to phenolic toxicity through pro-oxidant properties. 

Toxicity of phenolic compounds is believed to be due to pro-oxidant 

properties73 that can facilitate oxidative stress, oxidative DNA damage, and direct 

DNA adduction that are thought to contribute to aging and carcinogenesis.65,80 

The basic unit of phenol was one of the first compounds listed on the 

Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) list of priority pollutants. Phenol is used 

in many industrial products, including pesticide, explosive and dye production, 

though it can also be found in car exhaust and in cooked foods.78 Chlorinated 

phenols including 2,4-dichlorophenol, 2,4,6-trichlorophenol (TCP) and 

pentachlorophenol (PCP, Figure 1-13) have also been deemed priority pollutants. 

Chlorinated phenols are the largest group of phenolic compounds present in the 

environment, many of which result from the use of pesticides and herbicides. 

Diaryl-ether pesticides result in phenolic compounds upon degradation. In 

addition, PCP has been used as a fungicide and in pressure-treated wood.78 

Chlorination of phenolic compounds is known to favour O-linked adduct formation 

by increasing the electrophilicity of the phenolic radical intermediate.81  
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1.3.2.4 O-Linked Adducts 

Covalent attachment of phenols to DNA is initiated through activation by 

peroxidase enzymes, or cytochrome P450 monooxygenases, to form 

electrophilic phenoxyl radicals.46,82,83 Phenoxyl radicals demonstrate ambident 

reactivity resulting in both C-linked adducts and O-linked adducts.65,69,84,85 Figure 

1-14 shows the one electron oxidation of phenol followed by the possible bond 

formation with the C8-site of dG with differing regiochemistry. Evidence for the 

ambident reactivity of phenols toward DNA was observed through the generation 

of a C-linked phenolic adduct when dG was treated with OTA under oxidizing 

conditions.64 Whereas an O-linked adduct was produced when PCP was 

exposed to the same oxidizing conditions.65 Both adducts were formed through 

radical-mediated bond formation with the C8-site of dG.45  
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Figure 1-14: One electron oxidation of phenol generates a radical species that can be 
stabilized by resonance. Upon reaction with dG, multiple C8-linked adducts can be formed 
with differing regiochemistry. 

The resulting O-linked adducts that form are expected to exhibit similar 

structural features in duplex DNA as those established for N-linked adducts.81 

This is due to the flexible oxygen tether between the aryl ring and nucleobase, 

which again increases the conformational flexibility of the modified base to 

reduce steric strain (through the defined angles θ and φ, Figure 1-15). The bulky 

moiety is thought to create steric strain with the pentose sugar, causing the 

glycosidic bond (defined by angle χ, Figure 1-15) to favor the syn-conformation.  
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Figure 1-15: O-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts are expected to exhibit similar structural features 
as corresponding N-linked adducts due to the more flexible oxygen linkage. 

 The O-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts utilized within this Thesis are presented 

in Figure 1-16. These modifications were chosen to determine the effect of 

increasing aryl ring size, and influence of chlorination on DNA replication. The 

basic phenol moiety (PhOdG), which can be directly compared to the N-linked 

derivative aniline, was used for comparison with two extended ring systems 

derived from 2-naphthol (NapdG), and 4-hydroxybiphenyl (BiPhdG).  The fused 

system of NapdG posseses the same rotational freedom as PhOdG, while the 

second ring of BiPhdG is free to rotate in comparison to the first ring. PhOdG 

was also used in comparison with chlorinated ring systems derived from 2,4,6-

trichlorophenol (TCPdG), and pentachlorophenol (PCPdG).  
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Figure 1-16: Structures of O-linked C8-aryl-adducts used to determine mutagenic effect of 
DNA lesions derived from phenolic compounds. 

1.4 Biological Implications of DNA Damage 
Although a multitude of both exogenous and endogenous chemical 

compounds can damage DNA, the resulting DNA adducts are not mutagenic until 

acted upon by a polymerase.30 As observed with the highly studied N-linked 

adducts, the site of attachment to the nucleobase, and aryl ring size can have 

distinct effects on DNA conformation, leading to unique mutagenic outcomes 

during replication.43 When DNA is damaged, a cellular response is induced that 

includes a wide range of enzymatic systems that catalyze DNA repair.  

Unrepaired damage can lead to a change in the DNA sequence, which can 

become permanent mutations, if replicated and transmitted to future cell 

generations.1,43 DNA damage leading to mutagenesis is suggested to play a 

major role in carcinogenesis and aging. 
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1.4.1 Mutagenesis 

Two types of mutations can occur during replication of damaged DNA, 

targeted or semi-targeted. Targeted mutagenesis is characterized by base 

substitutions at the site of the lesion. Base substitutions are caused by 

mismatches during replication, resulting in one base pair being replaced by 

another in duplex DNA.43 There are two types of base substitutions: transitions – 

where a purine is replaced by a purine, or a pyrimidine by a pyrimidine (ex. G:C 

to A:T), and transversions – where a purine is replaced by a pyrimidine, or vice 

versa (ex. G:C to T:A).1,43 Though normal replication proceeds with high fidelity, 

misincorporations leading to base substitutions can occur in the presence of 

undamaged DNA temples as well. However, the rate of misincorporation is often 

increased due to damaged DNA lacking base pair specificity and causing 

distortion within the polymerase active site leading to more transition or 

transversion events.86 This is observed with C8-dG adducts both large and small. 

For example, the oxidative lesion 8-oxo-dG causes misincorporation of A across 

from the modified G.86 The larger C8-dG adduct produced by activation of the 

PAH benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) is known to result in G to T and G to C 

transversions in yeast.67  

Semi-targeted mutagenesis can also be observed, and is characterized by 

substitutions occurring in the vicinity of the site of a lesion.87 Semi-targeted base 

substitutions can occur through direct misincorporation with distal bases due to 

distortion by the lesion,88 or they can be caused by insertion/deletion mutations 

(indels). Indels result in the daughter DNA molecules being longer or shorter, 
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respectively, than the template parent molecule.43 When these events involve 

multiples of less than three bases, they are often referred to as frameshift 

mutations due to frameshifts in the triplet reading frame.54 As translation of DNA 

depends on triplet codons, frameshift mutations can have a strong biological 

consequence through truncation of protein-coding sequences due to premature 

nonsense (stop) codons.54,89 DNA lesions can promote deletion frameshift 

mutations by creating a slipped intermediate, with the adducted base displaced 

from the active site of the polymerase. This slippage is often stabilized by the 

inserted dNTP being misaligned and interacting with the next templating 

base.16,24,28,87 When this slipped intermediate is followed by primer extension, the 

newly formed complementary strand would be shorter than the template.  This 

phenomenon has been observed through crystallization of the model Y-family 

polymerase Dpo4,24 particularly with repetitive sequences89 such as the GC-rich 

NarI sequence. 

	   1.4.1.1 NarI sequence 

The NarI sequence of 5’-G1G2CG3CC is the restriction site recognized and 

cut by the restriction enzyme Nocardia argentinensis, and is a known hotspot for 

-2 frameshift mutations.26 The bulky N-linked adducts AF and AAF yield high 

frequencies of GpC dinucleotide loss when incorporated at the G3-site of 

NarI.90,91 The suggested mechanistic model that these -2 deletion mutations 

undergo is presented in Figure 1-17. In this model, the inserted dCTP is instead 

stabilized by the template G located 5’ to the adducted G (represented by X), 
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creating a slipped intermediate with a two base bulge. If the primer is then further 

extended, it results in the frameshift mutation. 

	  
Figure 1-17: Mechanistic model of the two-base slippage phenomenon leading to -2 
frameshift mutations. 

 For further comparison with N-linked adducts, the NarI restriction 

sequence was used in the studies presented in this Thesis with C- and O-linked 

adducts. The GC-repeat was incorporated into an oligonucleotide containing 22 

bases (NarI(22)) with the following sequence: 5’-CTC GGC XCC ATC CCT TAC 

GAG C-3’. The NarI sequence is highlighted in bold, with the G3 site 

represented by X, being the site where the modified C8-aryl-dG bases were 

incorporated. A 22mer was chosen to allow enough room for a 15mer primer to 

attach on the 3’-end, while enough templating bases remained to determine the 

mutagenic outcome of the lesions. 
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1.5 Purpose of Study 

Research conducted by the Manderville group originates from interest in 

the ambident reactivity of phenolic toxins to form C8-aryl-dG adducts. This 

interest has given rise to the synthesis and study of various C8-aryl substituted 

dG nucleoside adducts in order to better understand their biological implications.  

Previous work within the Manderville group has explored the fluorescent 

properties of different C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts, which were exploited to 

determine conformation within different DNA structures.53,92 Synthesis of O-linked 

adducts was also perfected to determine the structural impact phenolic 

compounds would play on DNA structure,81 including the conformational 

preference within duplex DNA. 

To determine how replication of such adducts proceeds, a set of C- and 

O-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts were incorporated into 22mer NarI oligonucleotides. 

Primer extension assays were performed with model high fidelity and translesion 

polymerase (Kf- and Dpo4, respectively). With the aid of thermal melting studies, 

fluorescent determinations and MD simulations, these studies have allowed us to 

establish a correlation between adduct size and linkage, preferred conformation, 

and mutagenic outcome. As C- and O-linked adducts have been formed in 

vivo64,65 it is important to understand how these types of lesions effect replication, 

and what types of outcomes they induce, to enhance our current knowledge of 

mutagenic bypass.  
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2.1 DNA Sequence 
The following duplex was used for all primer extension assays, unless 

otherwise specified. The NarI 22mer template (NarI(22)) was pre-annealed to a 

5’-end 32P-labelled 15mer primer (15mer) (presented in bold), allowing for the 

first base to be incorporated directly across from the site of modification 

(represented by X). The numbering shown above the 22mer template is to 

distinguish the number of bases incorporated as observed and labeled on each 

gel. For example, on each gel, the band labeled as 0 indicates the 15mer primer 

that has not been extended.  

 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1: NarI(22) template sequence where X is the site of modification, against the 
radiolabelled 15mer primer strand (in bold). Numbering for bases incorporated on gel 
shown above the template strand. 

2.2 Effect of Increasing Aryl Ring Size  
The adducts employed in this portion of the research were FurdG, PhdG, 

and QdG (Figure 1-12). These adducts were incorporated at the G3-site of the 

NarI(22) template (X, Figure 2-1).  

2.2.1 Extension by Kf− 

(a) Single Nucleotide Incorporation (SNI) 

To determine the miscoding potential of C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts, 

single nucleotide insertion assays were performed with the NarI(22):15mer 

duplexes and Kf− in the presence of 25-100 µM of individual dNTPs (Figure 2-2). 

With the unmodified template (X = G), only the correct base C was incorporated. 

                          01 234 567 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3’-C GAG CAT TCC CTA CCX CGG CTC-5’ 
 32

P-5’-G CTC GTA AGG GAT GG 
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For the template containing the smallest adduct (X = FurG) and 100 µM dCTP, 

63% of the extended primer was further extended by the polymerase through 

insertion of a second C. This second incorporation has been previously observed 

with extension past N-linked C8-dG adducts at the G3-position of NarI,87 and has 

been attributed to a two-base slippage phenomenon that involves pairing of the 

incorporated cytosines (CC) against the template GG on the 5′-side of the adduct 

site (positions 3 and 4 in the template strand, Figure 2-2). With the template 

containing FurG, a similar magnitude of incorporation was observed for one A 

(65%), as well as small amounts of G (14%) and T (3%). For the templates 

containing X = PhG and QG, the two-base slippage phenomenon was also 

observed through incorporation of a second C base, but to a lesser degree (PhG, 

26%; QG, 13%). The extent of misincorporation of the other bases by Kf− was 

also reduced with the templates containing PhG and QG. 
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Figure 2-2: (a) Single nucleotide incorporation primer extension assays with increasing 
concentrations of individual dNTPs as indicated under each lane. 1 nM Kf− was incubated 
with undamaged (X = G) template, while 10 nM Kf− was incubated with adducted (X = FurG, 
PhG, or QG) templates for 1 h. (b) Highest relative amount of nucleotide incorporation over 
the range of dNTP concentrations (25–100 µM), X = G (solid black), X = FurG (grey), X = 
PhG (white) and X = QG (black lined). Reprinted with permission from 93. 

(b) Full-Length Extension (FLE) 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 2-3), extension by Kf− past the 

C-linked adducts became increasingly stalled as the size of the C8-aryl 

substituent increased. For each adduct, incorporation opposite the adduct site 

(position 1) was clearly less problematic than extension one base past the adduct 

(position 2). This observation is in agreement with previous reports that bulky N-

linked C8-dG adducts present significant kinetic barriers to extension by Kf− 
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pared to CNPhG paired opposite C and G, as it is more
sequestered from the aqueous environment. Inspection of
the photophysical data (Table 3) is consistent with the MD
simulations. The Stokes’ shift for CNPhG paired opposite
THF is strongly diminished due to the blue-shift in emission
wavelength (!"em = !9 nm compared to CNPhG paired
opposite C and G). Finally, for CNPhG paired opposite !2,
the calculations favour the syn conformation, which places
the cyanophenyl moiety in the interior of the helix (Figure
6). The emission wavelengths for CNPhG paired opposite
!2 are similar to the corresponding wavelengths for syn-
CNPhG paired opposite THF (Table 3). However, CNPhG
is more emissive within the 2-base bulge (Irel = 3.92), due
to the loss of effective !-stacking interactions compared to
the full-length duplex.

In the single strand, QG emits at 477 nm in NarI(12)
with a Stokes’ shift of 10 189 cm!1 (Table 3). This emis-
sion was ascribed to a charge-transfer state. Paired opposite
C, the emission of QG was strongly quenched (Irel = 0.41)
with relatively little change in !# compared to the single
strand. The calculations strongly favour the anti conforma-
tion for QG paired with C (Figure 4) and the !uorescence
data is consistent with exposure of the quinolyl moiety to
the aqueous environment, which quenches emission inten-
sity (Table 2). With QG opposite G, MD simulations pre-
dict a syn conformation with the bulky quinolyl group po-
sitioned in the minor groove (Figure 5). Opposite THF (Fig-
ure 5) and !2 (Figure 6), QG is expected to adopt the syn
conformation with the quinolyl moiety within the !-stack
sequestered from the aqueous solvent environment. In these
duplexes, the emissive QG exhibits a signi"cant decrease in
Stokes’ shift (Table 3) due to the blue-shift in emission wave-
length, which is consistent with its placement in a non-polar
environment.

Primer extension of NarI(22)

Extension by Klenow exo!(Kf!). To determine the mis-
coding potential of C-linked C8-dG adducts, single-
nucleotide insertion assays were performed with the
NarI(22):15mer template:primer and Kf! in the presence of
25–100 "M individual dNTP (Figure 7). For the unmodi-
"ed NarI(22) template (X = G), only the correct base C was
incorporated. However, for the NarI(22) template modi"ed
to contain the smallest adduct (X = FurG), the polymerase
inserted C twice. Thus, in the presence of 100 "M dCTP, we
observed 63% of the product containing two C’s, relative to
15% of the single C insertion product and 22% unreacted
primer. When extension past N-linked C8-dG adducts at the
G3-position of NarI was examined previously (33), incor-
poration of a second C has been categorized as a so-called
two-base slippage phenomenon and implies pairing of CC
with GG one position removed to the 5"-side of the adduct
site (positions 3 and 4 in the template strand, Figure 7a). A
similar magnitude incorporation of one A (65%) and small
amounts of G (14%) and T (3%) were also observed. For the
templates containing X = PhG and QG, the two-base slip-
page phenomenon with incorporation of two C bases was
also observed, but to a lesser degree (PhG, 26%; QG, 13%).
PhG and QG also diminished the extent of misincorpora-
tion of A by Kf! (Figure 7b).

Figure 7. (a) Single-nucleotide incorporation primer extension assays with
increasing concentrations of individual dNTPs as indicated under each
lane. 1 nM Kf! was incubated with undamaged (X = G) template, while 10
nM Kf! was incubated with adducted (X = FurG, PhG or QG) templates
for 1 h. (b) Highest relative frequency of nucleotide incorporation over the
range of dNTP concentrations (25–100 "M), X = G (solid black), X =
FurG (grey), X = PhG (white) and X = QG (black lined).

Figure 8. Full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer template:primer (X =
G, FurG, PhG or QG) by Kf!. Increasing concentrations, indicated under
each lane, of Kf! was incubated with the DNA substrates for 1 h in the
presence of 25 "M of each dNTP. Green triangles indicate base incorpo-
ration products that migrate with unmodi"ed template, while red triangles
indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel.

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 8), extension
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following base insertion opposite the lesion.88 For example, relative extension 

frequencies for inserting one base after a C8-AF-G:C or C8- AAF-G:C base pair 

at the primer terminus are ∼0.032 and 1.4 × 10−6 relative to a value of 1 for 

G:C.88 

	  
Figure 2-3: Full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer template:primer (X = G, FurG, PhG or 
QG) by Kf−. Increasing concentrations, indicated under each lane, of Kf− was incubated 
with the DNA substrates for 1 h in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP. Green triangles 
indicate base incorporation products that migrate with unmodified template, while red 
triangles indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel. 
Reprinted with permission from 93. 

Of these adducts, the smallest adduct FurG was extended most efficiently 

by Kf−, resulting in a +7 band corresponding to the full-length 22mer extension 

product (Figure 2-3). A +8 band was also observed, ascribed to blunt-end 

extension: a known template- and polymerase-independent phenomenon.94 

However, this observation is interesting, since the SNI suggests a 2-base 

deletion occurs when Kf− is used to replicate past FurG. It would be expected 

that if this adduct caused a slippage in base pairing, there would be a strong 

band at the +5 position for a product that is two bases shorter than the full-length 

product. Extension past FurG did, however, result in additional partially extended 
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pared to CNPhG paired opposite C and G, as it is more
sequestered from the aqueous environment. Inspection of
the photophysical data (Table 3) is consistent with the MD
simulations. The Stokes’ shift for CNPhG paired opposite
THF is strongly diminished due to the blue-shift in emission
wavelength (!"em = !9 nm compared to CNPhG paired
opposite C and G). Finally, for CNPhG paired opposite !2,
the calculations favour the syn conformation, which places
the cyanophenyl moiety in the interior of the helix (Figure
6). The emission wavelengths for CNPhG paired opposite
!2 are similar to the corresponding wavelengths for syn-
CNPhG paired opposite THF (Table 3). However, CNPhG
is more emissive within the 2-base bulge (Irel = 3.92), due
to the loss of effective !-stacking interactions compared to
the full-length duplex.

In the single strand, QG emits at 477 nm in NarI(12)
with a Stokes’ shift of 10 189 cm!1 (Table 3). This emis-
sion was ascribed to a charge-transfer state. Paired opposite
C, the emission of QG was strongly quenched (Irel = 0.41)
with relatively little change in !# compared to the single
strand. The calculations strongly favour the anti conforma-
tion for QG paired with C (Figure 4) and the !uorescence
data is consistent with exposure of the quinolyl moiety to
the aqueous environment, which quenches emission inten-
sity (Table 2). With QG opposite G, MD simulations pre-
dict a syn conformation with the bulky quinolyl group po-
sitioned in the minor groove (Figure 5). Opposite THF (Fig-
ure 5) and !2 (Figure 6), QG is expected to adopt the syn
conformation with the quinolyl moiety within the !-stack
sequestered from the aqueous solvent environment. In these
duplexes, the emissive QG exhibits a signi"cant decrease in
Stokes’ shift (Table 3) due to the blue-shift in emission wave-
length, which is consistent with its placement in a non-polar
environment.

Primer extension of NarI(22)

Extension by Klenow exo!(Kf!). To determine the mis-
coding potential of C-linked C8-dG adducts, single-
nucleotide insertion assays were performed with the
NarI(22):15mer template:primer and Kf! in the presence of
25–100 "M individual dNTP (Figure 7). For the unmodi-
"ed NarI(22) template (X = G), only the correct base C was
incorporated. However, for the NarI(22) template modi"ed
to contain the smallest adduct (X = FurG), the polymerase
inserted C twice. Thus, in the presence of 100 "M dCTP, we
observed 63% of the product containing two C’s, relative to
15% of the single C insertion product and 22% unreacted
primer. When extension past N-linked C8-dG adducts at the
G3-position of NarI was examined previously (33), incor-
poration of a second C has been categorized as a so-called
two-base slippage phenomenon and implies pairing of CC
with GG one position removed to the 5"-side of the adduct
site (positions 3 and 4 in the template strand, Figure 7a). A
similar magnitude incorporation of one A (65%) and small
amounts of G (14%) and T (3%) were also observed. For the
templates containing X = PhG and QG, the two-base slip-
page phenomenon with incorporation of two C bases was
also observed, but to a lesser degree (PhG, 26%; QG, 13%).
PhG and QG also diminished the extent of misincorpora-
tion of A by Kf! (Figure 7b).

Figure 7. (a) Single-nucleotide incorporation primer extension assays with
increasing concentrations of individual dNTPs as indicated under each
lane. 1 nM Kf! was incubated with undamaged (X = G) template, while 10
nM Kf! was incubated with adducted (X = FurG, PhG or QG) templates
for 1 h. (b) Highest relative frequency of nucleotide incorporation over the
range of dNTP concentrations (25–100 "M), X = G (solid black), X =
FurG (grey), X = PhG (white) and X = QG (black lined).

Figure 8. Full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer template:primer (X =
G, FurG, PhG or QG) by Kf!. Increasing concentrations, indicated under
each lane, of Kf! was incubated with the DNA substrates for 1 h in the
presence of 25 "M of each dNTP. Green triangles indicate base incorpo-
ration products that migrate with unmodi"ed template, while red triangles
indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel.

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 8), extension
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bands that migrated with different mobilities than those arising from the 

unmodified NarI(22) template. This was most strongly observed at the second 

incorporation site (position 2), where the unmodified template exhibits a single 

product indicated by the green triangle (Figure 2-3). However, at the same 

position, two products were detected for extension past FurG. The major product 

(labelled with the red triangle) migrated faster on the gel than the product 

observed for the unmodified template. The same product band (labelled with the 

red triangle) was also detected for extension past PhG. The observed mixture of 

products for extension past FurG and PhG suggests that these lesions promote 

both error-free and error-prone extension by Kf−.87  

2.2.2. Extension by Dpo4 

(a) SNI 

Since extension by Kf− was blocked by the C-linked C8-dG adducts, it 

was desirable to examine replication of the NarI(22) templates using Dpo4 as a 

model translesion polymerase. When provided with one dNTP at a time (Figure 

2-4), Dpo4 exhibited low fidelity with the unmodified NarI(22) template (X = G), 

showing significant incorporation of all four bases opposite G. The low fidelity 

observed for Dpo4, is consistent with its established low geometric selection for 

correct base pairs.28 It was also interesting that when provided only with C, 

although the polymerase primarily inserted a single C (71%), extra bands for 

incorporation of 2, 3 or 4 C bases were also observed.  
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Figure 2-4: (a) Single nucleotide incorporation primer extension assays with increasing 
concentrations of individual dNTPs as indicated under each lane. Dpo4 (10 nM) was 
incubated with the undamaged (X = G) as well as the adducted (X = FurG, PhG, or QG) 
NarI(22):15mer template:primer for 30 min. (b) Highest relative frequency of nucleotide 
incorporation over the range of dNTP concentrations (25–100 µM), X = G (solid black), X = 
FurG (grey), X = PhG (white) and X = QG (black lined). Reprinted with permission from 93. 

As the adduct size was increased, weak bands for misincorporation of G, 

A and T were observed (5–17%), although the extent of Dpo4 misincorporation 

decreased considerably between the modified NarI(22) templates compared to 

the unmodified control (Figure 2-4). The presence of these C-linked C8-aryl-dG 

12 Nucleic Acids Research, 2014

past the C8-aryl-dG adducts became increasingly blocked
as the size of the C8-aryl substituent increased. For each
adduct, extension one-base past the adduct site was clearly
more hindered than incorporation opposite the adduct.
This observation is in agreement with previous reports that
bulky N-linked C8-dG adducts provide signi!cant kinetic
barriers to extension by Kf! following base insertion op-
posite the lesion (72). For example, relative extension fre-
quencies for inserting one base after a C8-AF-G:C or C8-
AAF-G:C at the primer terminus are "0.032 and 1.4 # 10!6

relative to a value of 1 for G:C (72). For the C-linked C8-
dG adducts, the smallest adduct FurG was extended most
ef!ciently by Kf!, resulting in a +7 band for the full-length
22mer extension product (Figure 8). A +8 band was also
observed and was ascribed to blunt-end extension, which
is independent of the polymerase employed and nature of
the template strand (modi!ed or unmodi!ed) (73). For ex-
tension past FurG, additional partial extension bands were
also detected that migrated with different mobilities than
those arising from the control unmodi!ed NarI(22) tem-
plate. For example, at the second incorporation site the un-
modi!ed template exhibits a single product indicated by the
green triangle (Figure 8). However, at the same position,
two products were detected for extension past FurG. The
major product labelled with the red triangle migrated faster
on the gel than the product observed for the unmodi!ed
template. The same product peak (labelled with red trian-
gle) was also detected for extension past PhG. The observed
mixture of products for extension past FurG and PhG sug-
gests that these lesions promote both error-free and error-
prone extension by Kf! (33).

Translesion synthesis by Dpo4. Given that the C-linked
C8-dG adducts strongly block extension by the high-!delity
Kf!, it was desirable to examine replication of the NarI(22)
templates using Dpo4 as a model lesion-bypass DNA poly-
merase. In single-nucleotide insertion assays (Figure 9),
Dpo4 exhibited low !delity with the unmodi!ed NarI(22)
template (X = G), on the basis of signi!cantly misincorpo-
rating bases opposite G. The single-base insertion products
and their abundance relative to unreacted primer were: G
(59%), or GG (34%), T (82%) or A (22%), in the presence
of dGTP, dTTP or dATP, respectively. When provided only
with the correct option dCTP, the polymerase primarily in-
serted a single C (71%). However, bands for incorporation
of 2, 3 or 4 C bases were also observed. The low !delity ob-
served for Dpo4, even with the unmodi!ed NarI(22) tem-
plate, is consistent with its established low geometric selec-
tion for correct base pairs (74).

The extent of polymerase misincorporation of G and T
decreased considerably between the modi!ed NarI(22) tem-
plates compared to the unmodi!ed control (Figure 9b).
Weak bands for misincorporation of G (also weak band for
a second G), A and T were observed (5–17%). The pres-
ence of C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts in the template also
promoted a large extent of multiple incorporations of C by
Dpo4, suggesting promotion of slippage compared to the
unmodi!ed template. Both FurG and PhG promoted incor-
poration of the 4 C’s, while the bulkier QG adduct promoted
incorporation of two C’s.

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 10), Dpo4 was

Figure 9. (a) Single-nucleotide incorporation primer extension assays with
increasing concentrations of individual dNTPs as indicated under each
lane. Dpo4 (10 nM) was incubated with the undamaged (X = G) as well
as the adducted (X = FurG, PhG QG) NarI(22):15mer template:primer
for 30 min. (b) Highest relative frequency of nucleotide incorporation over
the range of dNTP concentrations (25–100 mM), X = G (solid black), X
= FurG (grey), X = PhG (white) and X = QG (black lined).

Figure 10. Full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer template:primer (X =
G, FurG, PhG or QG) by Dpo4. Increasing concentrations of Dpo4, indi-
cated under each lane, were incubated with the substrates for 30 min in the
presence of 25 !M of each dNTP. Green triangles indicate base incorpo-
ration products that migrate with unmodi!ed template, while red triangles
indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel.
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adducts in the template did, however, promote a large extent of multiple 

incorporations of C by Dpo4. Both FurG and PhG promoted incorporation of 4 C 

bases, while the bulkier QG adduct only promoted incorporation of two C bases. 

These extra incorporations suggest that a slippage phenomenon was also 

induced by the presence of the adducts. 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 2-5), Dpo4 was able to extend 

past the lesion site, where as Kf− was blocked (Figure 2-3). Full-length extension 

was observed for the modified templates containing the single ring adducts (FurG 

and PhG). The larger adducts (PhG and particularly QG), however, were harder 

for Dpo4 to bypass, resulting in more intermediate extension products than the 

full-length 22mer product. With the bulkiest QG lesion, primer extension was 

strongly blocked following insertion of three bases, to afford an 18mer product 

(33% for +3 incorporation band). As similarly observed in full-length extension by 

Kf− (Figure 2-3), mutagenic extension by Dpo487 was indicated by additional 

truncated bands that migrate with different mobilities (highlighted by red 

triangles) than the truncated bands arising from the unmodified NarI(22) template 

(highlighted by green triangles). 
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Figure 2-5: Full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer template:primer (X = G, FurG, PhG, or 
QG) by Dpo4. Increasing concentrations of Dpo4, indicated under each lane, were 
incubated with the substrates for 30 min in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP. Green 
triangles indicate base incorporation products that migrate with unmodified template, 
while red triangles indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the 
gel. Reprinted with permission from 93. 

2.2.3 Conformation of C-linked Adducts 

(a) Molecular Dynamic (MD) Simulations against C 

Collaborators at the University of Lethbridge performed MD simulations on 

a NarI 12mer (NarI(12), sequence 5’-CTCGGCXCCATC, where X is the site of 

modification) paired with either a 12mer complementary strand, or a truncated 

10mer ((10mer), sequence 3’-GAGCC—GGTAG), missing the two bases that 

would have been opposite the site of the lesion in the 12mer. Although the free 

nucleosides of these adducts have a strong syn-preference, the MD simulations 

predicted that all three of the C-linked C8-aryl-G adducts exhibit a preference for 

the anti-conformation when paired opposite C (Figure 2-6). The anti-conformation 

allows for W-C H-bonding with C to occur, while placing the C8-aryl ring in the 

major groove exposed to the aqueous environment. The free energy values 

given for the syn-conformations indicate that the loss of W-C H-bonding upon 

base rotation is not adequately compensated by the relatively weaker Hoogsteen 
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past the C8-aryl-dG adducts became increasingly blocked
as the size of the C8-aryl substituent increased. For each
adduct, extension one-base past the adduct site was clearly
more hindered than incorporation opposite the adduct.
This observation is in agreement with previous reports that
bulky N-linked C8-dG adducts provide signi!cant kinetic
barriers to extension by Kf! following base insertion op-
posite the lesion (72). For example, relative extension fre-
quencies for inserting one base after a C8-AF-G:C or C8-
AAF-G:C at the primer terminus are "0.032 and 1.4 # 10!6

relative to a value of 1 for G:C (72). For the C-linked C8-
dG adducts, the smallest adduct FurG was extended most
ef!ciently by Kf!, resulting in a +7 band for the full-length
22mer extension product (Figure 8). A +8 band was also
observed and was ascribed to blunt-end extension, which
is independent of the polymerase employed and nature of
the template strand (modi!ed or unmodi!ed) (73). For ex-
tension past FurG, additional partial extension bands were
also detected that migrated with different mobilities than
those arising from the control unmodi!ed NarI(22) tem-
plate. For example, at the second incorporation site the un-
modi!ed template exhibits a single product indicated by the
green triangle (Figure 8). However, at the same position,
two products were detected for extension past FurG. The
major product labelled with the red triangle migrated faster
on the gel than the product observed for the unmodi!ed
template. The same product peak (labelled with red trian-
gle) was also detected for extension past PhG. The observed
mixture of products for extension past FurG and PhG sug-
gests that these lesions promote both error-free and error-
prone extension by Kf! (33).

Translesion synthesis by Dpo4. Given that the C-linked
C8-dG adducts strongly block extension by the high-!delity
Kf!, it was desirable to examine replication of the NarI(22)
templates using Dpo4 as a model lesion-bypass DNA poly-
merase. In single-nucleotide insertion assays (Figure 9),
Dpo4 exhibited low !delity with the unmodi!ed NarI(22)
template (X = G), on the basis of signi!cantly misincorpo-
rating bases opposite G. The single-base insertion products
and their abundance relative to unreacted primer were: G
(59%), or GG (34%), T (82%) or A (22%), in the presence
of dGTP, dTTP or dATP, respectively. When provided only
with the correct option dCTP, the polymerase primarily in-
serted a single C (71%). However, bands for incorporation
of 2, 3 or 4 C bases were also observed. The low !delity ob-
served for Dpo4, even with the unmodi!ed NarI(22) tem-
plate, is consistent with its established low geometric selec-
tion for correct base pairs (74).

The extent of polymerase misincorporation of G and T
decreased considerably between the modi!ed NarI(22) tem-
plates compared to the unmodi!ed control (Figure 9b).
Weak bands for misincorporation of G (also weak band for
a second G), A and T were observed (5–17%). The pres-
ence of C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts in the template also
promoted a large extent of multiple incorporations of C by
Dpo4, suggesting promotion of slippage compared to the
unmodi!ed template. Both FurG and PhG promoted incor-
poration of the 4 C’s, while the bulkier QG adduct promoted
incorporation of two C’s.

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 10), Dpo4 was

Figure 9. (a) Single-nucleotide incorporation primer extension assays with
increasing concentrations of individual dNTPs as indicated under each
lane. Dpo4 (10 nM) was incubated with the undamaged (X = G) as well
as the adducted (X = FurG, PhG QG) NarI(22):15mer template:primer
for 30 min. (b) Highest relative frequency of nucleotide incorporation over
the range of dNTP concentrations (25–100 mM), X = G (solid black), X
= FurG (grey), X = PhG (white) and X = QG (black lined).

Figure 10. Full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer template:primer (X =
G, FurG, PhG or QG) by Dpo4. Increasing concentrations of Dpo4, indi-
cated under each lane, were incubated with the substrates for 30 min in the
presence of 25 !M of each dNTP. Green triangles indicate base incorpo-
ration products that migrate with unmodi!ed template, while red triangles
indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel.
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H-bonding and/or stacking interactions that occur with the C8-moiety. The free 

energy difference between the two conformations is significantly lower with the 

smallest lesion FurG (~14 kJ mol-1) than the larger ring systems of PhG and QG 

(~26 and ~25 kJ mol-1, respectively). This smaller energy difference suggests 

that FurG is more flexible  and can exist in the syn-conformation with less 

energetic penalty. 

	  
Figure 2-6: Representative structures corresponding to lowest energy anti and syn 
conformations for the studied adducts paired against C. The relative free energies (kJ 
mol−1) of two competing conformations are provided in bold. H-Bonding contacts are 
indicated by dashed lines. Reprinted with permission from 93. 

(b) Fluorescence Emission 

Fluorescence data for QG-NarI(22) paired with primer strands of 

increasing length supports the conformational preferences suggested by the MD 

calculations. In the nucleoside form, QG possesses donor-acceptor (D-A, with 

dG being the donor, and the quinolyl moiety the acceptor) characteristics that are 

able to produce locally excited (LE) emission and two types of charge transfer 

(CT) emission, depending on the solvent.95 Typically, the quinolyl moiety is highly 
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twisted in reference to the guanine to relieve steric strain. When excited in this 

twisted state, it is proposed that a biradicaloid (D●+-A●-) CT state is populated. In 

water, this CT emission is quenched, so only LE emission is observed.  However, 

in polar aprotic solvent, this twisted state is stabilized, which produces dual 

fluorescence through both LE and CT emission. In nonpolar solvent, a planar 

charge-separated D+=A- CT state is proposed, which is lower in energy than LE 

or the twisted CT states, producing only one fluorescence peak.95 Therefore, the 

unique fluorescent properties of this adduct can help determine the positioning 

within duplex DNA, as the conformation of this adduct will determine its relative 

exposure to the bulk solvent (water). When the NarI(22) containing the QG lesion 

is paired opposite the 15mer primer, there is no base opposite the adduct, 

allowing for it to be in the preferred syn-conformation, stabilizing a twisted D-A to 

create the dual fluorescence that is observed in Figure 2-7a. As the length of the 

primer increases, the dual fluorescence is quenched, as the adducted base must 

flip to the anti-conformation, which is predicted to be almost planar in the MD 

simulations (Figure 2-6). The shift in the emission peak also suggests a shift from 

the twisted to planar CT states.  
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Figure 2-7: Fluorescence emission spectra of NarI(22) template containing (a) X = QG, (b) X 
= FurG,  or (c) X = PhG annealed to complementary strands of increasing length. The 
primer lengths include 15mer (solid black), 16mer (dotted red), 18mer (green short 
dashes), 19mer (purple long dashes), and 22mer (blue dash with two dots). 

 In contrast, the spectra from duplexes containing FurG and PhG were not 

informative for the conformation of the modified bases within the duplex. Both 

FurdG and PhdG lack D-A characteristics, making the nucleosides strongly 

emissive in water but weakly sensitive to solvent polarity. However, many 

fluorescent base analogues exhibit quenched fluorescence upon incorporation 

into DNA, which was previously observed for the FurG adduct.53 This decrease in 

emission intensity was attributed to increased rigidity of the adduct as compared 

to the free nucleoside,53 which is consistent with the fluorescence emission 

spectra of FurG and PhG in the NarI(22) template. As the length of the 

complementary strand is increased, the number of base-pairs is increased which 

stabilizes the DNA duplex resulting in adduct rigidity. As the adducts become 

more stabilized, the fluorescence emission is quenched (Figure 2-7b and c).  
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(c) MD Simulations in a bulge 

When the NarI(12) was paired against the truncated complementary 

strand (10mer), the free energy calculations indicated that FurG and PhG prefer 

the anti-conformation within the 2-base bulge formed by the template strand 

(Figure 2-8). The QG adduct however, preferred the syn-conformation. The anti-

conformation of FurG and PhG is adopted due to stabilization by H-bonds 

between the complementary C opposite the adduct, and the template G 5’ of the 

adduct (G at position 3 in Figure 2-1). QG prefers the syn-conformation due to 

optimal stacking interactions between the C8-quinolyl moiety and base pairs 

occurring on either side (C:G on its 3′-side, and the paired G on the 5′-side with 

the complementary C highlighted in orange, Figure 2-8). The unpaired C present 

at the 5′-side of QG is in an extrahelical position and does not participate in H-

bonding or π-stacking interactions (5′-C highlighted in blue, Figure 2-8). 

 
Figure 2-8: Representative structures corresponding to lowest energy anti and syn 
conformations for the studied adducts paired against −2. The relative free energies (kJ 
mol−1) of two competing conformations are provided in bold. Reprinted with permission 
from 93. 
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2.2.4. Rationale for Slippage 

The current model for 2-base slippage at the reiterated G3-position of the 

NarI sequence induced by N-linked C8-dG adducts involves initial insertion of C 

opposite the adduct (represented by X in Figure 2-9a, step 1).54 This insertion is 

followed by a 2-base slippage (step 2) where the inserted C base pairs with the 

5’-G in the template strand (at position 3, Figure 2-9a, numbering is provided 

above the template strand). The presence of damaged DNA bases is thought to 

slow the progression of DNA replication, allowing the inserted C to switch base-

pairing positions to generate a 2-base bulged slipped mutagenic intermediate 

(SMI). In a syn-conformation, the aryl moiety of the N-linked C8-dG adduct can 

intercalate into the truncated duplex to stabilize the 2-base bulged SMI.56,96,97 

The polymerase can then extend the SMI (step 3) to produce a 2-base deletion 

product that is two bases shorter than the expected full-length extended 

oligonucleotide.38 
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Figure 2-9: (a) Proposed 2-base slippage mechanism for frameshift mutation induced by N-
linked C8-dG adducts in the reiterated X-site of the NarI sequence. (b) Proposed Dpo4 
slippage mechanism induced by C-linked C8-dG adducts within the NarI sequence. 
Reprinted with permission from 93. 

For the C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts at the G3-position of NarI(22), both 

Kf− and Dpo4 inserted multiple C bases during SNI (Figure 2-2, and 2-4, 

respectively), which strongly suggested that a slippage occurred during 

replication. However, FLE by both polymerases (Figures 2-3, and 2-5 

respectively) did not show a strong -2 product (at the 5th incorporation), which 

would be expected from a 2-base deletion. To explain the lack of a -2 major 

product, and the different number of C bases incorporated by Dpo4, a possible 

mechanism is outlined in Figure 2-9b. In the starting NarI(22):15mer duplex, we 

anticipate the adducts to be present in a syn-conformation, given their strong syn 

preference with no opposing base (MD simulations shown in reference 95 show 

the syn-conformation is favoured for the adducts in NarI(12), paired opposite and 
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Figure 11. (a) Proposed 2-base slippage mechanism for frameshift mutation induced by N-linked C8-dG adducts in the reiterated X-site of the NarI
sequence. (b) Proposed Dpo4 slippage mechanism induced by C-linked C8-dG adducts within the NarI sequence.

this model, only two C bases were inserted by Dpo4 under
single-nucleotide incorporation conditions with X = QG
(Figure 9), which is classical evidence for 2-base slippage
(31).

Biological implications: C- versus N-linked C8-G adducts

The vast literature concerning the N-linked C8-dG adducts
demonstrate that all of the derivatives with potent muta-
genicity have polycyclic structures (75). None of the single-
ringed aniline derivatives are potent mutagens (76). Poly-
cyclic N-linked adducts, such as C8-AAF-dG (19), C8-AF-
dG (20,21) and C8-IQ-dG (22), can adopt the S-type con-
formation (Figure 1a) when paired opposite C in duplex
DNA, which is regarded as a pro-mutagenic conformation
(5,6). For the N-linked C8-aniline-dG adduct the aniline
ring system is too small to effectively intercalate and so the
base readily adopts the anti conformation when paired op-
posite C in duplex DNA and favours the B-type structure
with minimal distortion to the helix (18). The B-type struc-
ture is also favoured for the C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts
paired opposite C (Figure 4). However, C-linked C8-dG
adducts possess a strong syn preference (Table 2) and C8-
aryl ring size governs their conformational !exibility be-
tween syn (W-type) and anti (B-type) structures (Figure 4).
In the present study, the smallest adduct tested (FurG) ex-
hibited the easiest accessibility to the W-type structure (Fig-
ure 4). Consequently, FurG produced the greatest levels of
A and G incorporation by Kf! (Figure 7) and G incorpo-
ration by Dpo4 (Figure 9), as it can more readily adopt a
pro-mutagenic syn conformation in which the Hoogsteen
H-bonding face of G can base pair with G (Figure 5) and
A (77). Thus, the syn conformational preference of C-linked
C8-dG adducts provides a rational for their ability to induce
G " T and G " C transversion mutations (9,39).

Polycyclic N-linked C8-dG adducts at the reiterated G3-
position of the NarI sequence are known to generate !2
frameshift mutations (31,48) which correlates with their
ability to stabilize a 2-base SMI (63–66). In contrast to their

N-linked counterparts, none of the C-linked C8-dG adducts
studied herein stabilized the SMI compared to the unmod-
i"ed control (Table 1). However, a key mechanistic feature
of slippage is the ability of the lesion to stall progression
of DNA synthesis (48). The C-linked C8-dG adducts ef-
fectively blocked full-length extension by Kf! (Figure 8),
which suggests recruitment of lesion-bypass polymerases,
such as Dpo4. Extension by Dpo4 resulted in a modi"ed
slippage phenomenon that suggested a realignment process
to produce a C:C mismatch distal to the adduct site (Fig-
ure 11b). The tendency of C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts to
promote slippage at reiterated sequences during translesion
synthesis by Y-family polymerases may also represent a ba-
sis for their mutagenic properties.

CONCLUSIONS

The current study has allowed us to conclude the following:
(i) at the reiterated G3-position of a 12mer NarI oligonu-
cleotide (NarI(12)), carbon-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts pre-
fer to adopt an anti conformation paired opposite C, despite
the strong syn preference of the free nucleosides. Forcing the
C8-aryl-dG adduct into the anti conformation strongly de-
creases duplex stability in the order of increasing C8-aryl
ring size. Thus, the smallest FurG lesion is the most !exible
and exhibits greater accessibility to the syn conformation
when paired opposite C. (ii) When the modi"ed NarI(12)
sequences were hybridized with the truncated 10-mer se-
quence (–2), i.e. mimicking a SMI, none of the C-linked
C8-dG adducts stabilized the truncated duplex compared
to the unmodi"ed control, suggesting the inability of these
lesions to induce –2 frameshift mutations. (iii) Primer exten-
sion reactions with an adducted NarI(22) template:15mer
primer catalyzed by the high-"delity replicative polymerase
E. coli pol I Klenow fragment exo! (Kf!), indicated that
increased C8-aryl ring size inhibits error-prone synthesis by
Kf!. Thus, the greatest levels of A and G misincorpora-
tion by Kf! occurred when the smallest adduct FurG was
present in the template. This observation is consistent with
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abasic site). Insertion of C (step 1) requires the C-linked adducts to adopt the 

anti-geometry. This forces the adducted bases to flip from the stable syn-

conformation to the energetically destabilized anti-conformation. The barrier for 

this process is expected to depend on C8-aryl ring size (see free energies in 

Figure 2-6), and this conformational change is expected to stall DNA replication 

allowing for slippage of the inserted C to produce the 2-base bulge SMI (step 2), 

as proposed for the N-linked C8-dG adducts. 

Following 2-base bulge formation, the polymerase can insert a second C 

opposite the template G at position 4 (included in step 2, Figure 2-9b). The 

resulting 2-base bulged duplexes are anticipated to exist as an equilibrium 

mixture of the anti- and syn-conformations. The MD simulations suggest that the 

bulkier QG favours the syn-conformation, while the energy difference between 

the preferred anti-geometry of both FurG and PhG and the syn-conformation is 

fairly low (~14-15 kJ mol-1) (Figure 2-8). Thus, we have proposed that the SMI 

with FurG and PhG can undergo a realignment process (step 3) to permit 

additional C incorporation by Dpo4 across from positions 3 and 4 in the template 

strand (step 4).95 The MD-simulated structures of the 2-base bulged duplexes 

with FurG and PhG suggest that realignment would be facile because both 

adducts are in the correct anti-geometry to W-C base pair with C. This proposal 

provides a rationale for incorporation of four C bases in the SNI assays by Dpo4 

for X = FurG and PhG (Figure 2-4a). The end result is the formation of a semi-

targeted C:C mismatch adjacent to the site of modification (position 2 of the 

template strand). Dpo4 has a tendency to generate C:C mismatches, especially 
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when the C in the template has a 5′-neighbouring G,28 as present in the NarI(22). 

In contrast, realignment of the primer when the adduct QG is present is 

not anticipated to be favoured, as QG energetically favours the syn-conformation 

within the SMI (Figure 2-8). Therefore, QG is not expected to undergo 

realignment, as the QG adduct would need to flip from its favoured syn-

conformation in the bulge to an unstable anti-geometry. Consistent with this 

model, only two C bases were inserted by Dpo4 under SNI conditions with X = 

QG (Figure 2-4a), which is established evidence for 2-base slippage, as seen 

with N-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts.38  

2.2.5 Mobility of Extension Products 

The products of in vitro translesion synthesis have previously been 

analyzed using differential mobilities on denaturing gels.98 Products with 

sequences differing by C versus G at one position could be distinguished based 

on their relative mobility.86 To help explain the presence of multiple extension 

products generated in the full-length primer extension assays, a variety of correct 

(C) and incorrect (I) primers complementary to the NarI(22) template were 32P-

labelled on the 5’-end and run on a PAGE gel. The original 15mer primer used in 

primer extension assays was used as a standard and is labelled as C15 in Figure 

2-10. This experiment shows that extension products containing a C in place of a 

G do in fact run faster on the gel, i.e. I17 runs faster than C17. This supports our 

classification of the products during FLE (represented by the red or green 

triangles, Figure 2-5) and our proposed mechanism of extension by Dpo4 (Figure 

2-9). The green triangles indicate the correctly incorporated products containing 
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a G at position 2, while the red triangles indicate an incorrectly incorporated C at 

position 2 produced through our proposed misalignment-realignment slippage 

mechanism for incorporation of multiple C bases. 

 
Figure 2-10: 32P-5’-end labelled primers of increasing length that are either correct (C) 
complementary primers for the NarI(22) template utilized, or incorrect (I) primers that 
correspond to extension products that would potentially be produced if a 2-base slipped 
intermediate were to form. 

2.3 Expansion of the Aryl Ring 

The two adducts employed in this portion of the research were BThdG and 

PydG (Figure 1-12), and were also incorporated at the G3-site of the NarI(22) 

template. BThdG was used to linearly extend the C8-aryl-moiety, while PydG 

was used as a bulky model for the known carcinogen B[a]P. 

 
2.3.1 Extension by Kf− 

(a) SNI 

To determine the miscoding potential of C-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts with 

extended ring systems, SNI assays were performed with the NarI(22):15mer 

duplexes and 20 nM of Kf− in the presence of 25 µM individual dNTPs. With the 

unmodified template (X = G), along with the correct base C being incorporated at 
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83%, large amounts of G (70% total) and T (83% total) were also incorporated. 

Although Kf− previously only inserted C opposite the unmodified template, ten 

times more enzyme was used in these experiments to allow for better 

comparison with the modified templates, leading to the increase in 

misincorporation. For the template containing the X = BThG adduct, 44% of the 

extended primer was further extended by the polymerase through insertion of a 

second C, suggesting a slippage phenomenon may take place during replication. 

A significant amount of G (48%) was also observed to be incorporated opposite 

this adduct. The largest C8-adduct PyG only showed minimal amounts of 

incorporation of each base, the largest relative amount being ~12% of C.  

 
Figure 2-11: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Kf− in the presence of 25 µM of 
individual dNTPs (indicated under each lane). (b) Relative amount of each nucleotide 
incorporated against X = G (white), X = BThG (grey), and X = PyG (black). 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 2-12), extension by Kf− past the 
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C-linked adducts was increasingly stalled as the size of the C8-aryl substituent 

increased. For both BThG and PyG, incorporation opposite the adduct site 

(position 1) was possible, but only the primer opposite the template containing 

BThG was further extended. Extension past BThG was, however, halted after the 

fourth incorporation (position 4). The +8 band observed for extension past X = G 

is ascribed to blunt end extension as previously observed.94  

 
Figure 2-12: FLE of NarI(22):15mer duplexes (where X = G, BThG, or PyG as indicated 
under each lane) by 20 nM Kf− in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP. 

As the increased amount of Kf− used in the experiments with unmodified 

template was very efficient at extending the primer to the full-length product, it is 

difficult to compare the intermediate products generated in the extension past 

BThG based on differing mobilities. It is also worth noting that an experimental 

error may have occurred in the SNI past PyG as only very small amounts of 

incorporation were detected. However, in the FLE assays, it is obvious that 
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almost all of the primer was extended by one base to generate a product 

containing a base directly across from the lesion (at position 1). The SNI 

experiment was not repeated due to lack of modified template. 

2.3.2 Extension by Dpo4 

(a) SNI 

Since extension by Kf− past both BThG and PyG was unable to produce 

full-length products, the model translesion polymerase Dpo4 was used to 

examine replication of the modified NarI(22) templates. In SNI assays (Figure 2-

13), Dpo4 again exhibited low fidelity with the unmodified NarI(22) template (X = 

G) through significant misincorporation of all four bases opposite G, including 

multiple incorporations of C and G. The fidelity of Dpo4 is strongly increased in 

the presence of both adducts. Extension past X = BThG resulted in one C 

opposite the lesion as the major product (56%), although a small amount (~4%) 

of a fourth C base was detected. The misincorporation of G across from BThG is 

significantly decreased from both the unmodified template (Figure 2-13b, 63% for 

unmodified, 9% for BThG) and what Kf− incorporated opposite this lesion (Figure 

2-11b, 43%).  Opposite the largest adduct, PyG, the extent of misincorporation 

was also strongly reduced as compared to the unmodified strand, with the major 

product being one C inserted (76%), with small amounts of A (19%) also 

observed. Compared to Kf−, Dpo4 allowed for greater incorporation opposite this 

bulky adduct. Also, similar experiments by Kirouac and co-workers on the N-

linked aminopyrene (AP),94 and by Wanninger-Weiβ et al. on the C-linked 

pyrene99 C8-dG adducts showed comparable data where the major product 
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formed during SNI by Dpo4 was C, with the minor product being A.  

 
Figure 2-13: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Dpo4 in the presence of 25 µM of 
individual dNTPs (indicated under each lane). (b) Relative amount of each nucleotide 
incorporated against X = G (white), X = BThG (grey), and X = PyG (black). 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 2-14), Dpo4 showed similar 

extension past the BThG and PyG adducts as Kf−  (Figure 2-12); however, a 

small amount of full-length product past BThG was detected at 90 minutes. 

Insertion opposite the lesion was seen as a major stalling point for both modified 

templates, as a strong band is detected at position 1 at all time points. Dpo4 was 

also stalled at position 3 with the template containing X = BThG. Both modified 

templates generated multiple faint bands at position 2, which was not observed 

with the unmodified template, suggesting that incorrect (indicated by red 

triangles) and correct (indicated by green triangles) extension occurred.  
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Figure 2-14: Timed full-length extension of NarI(22):15mer duplexes (where X = G, BThG, 
or PyG) by 20 nM Dpo4. 5 µL aliquots of the reactions were removed and quenched in stop 
dye at each of the time points indicated under each lane. Green triangles indicate base 
incorporation products that migrate with the unmodified template product, while red 
triangles indicate base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel. 

(c) Extension in DMSO 

Previous biochemical studies on the bulky adducts derived from PAH have 

shown that the hydrophobic nature of these adducts strongly contributes to the 

modified base’s conformational preference and replication stalling.94,100 Like 

many of the bulky N-linked adducts studied, C8-APG prefers to adopt a syn-

conformation, which causes the bulky ring system to intercalate into the DNA 

duplex.101 In this intercalated conformation, the hydrophobic adduct is sheltered 

from the polar aqueous solvent, but the helical structure of DNA is distorted. For 

proper base-pairing to occur, this adduct must be flipped to the anti-

conformation, which is energetically unfavourable, as the adduct would be 

exposed to the aqueous environment in the major groove. Kirouac and co-

workers determined that the bulky ring system of the C8-APG associates with 

hydrophobic residues in the cleft between the finger and little finger domains of 

Dpo4. These interactions are thought to cause the stalling of the polymerase 

during primer extension assays.94 The addition of organic solvents to the reaction 

buffer has been used previously to stabilize PAH adducts in the major groove of 
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DNA.94,100 The addition of solvents such as DMSO decreases the dielectric 

constant of the solvent (from 80 for water to 49 in pure DMSO102) creating a less 

polar environment for the adduct. Addition of DMSO was shown to relieve the 

stalling effect on extension past bulky guanine adducts at the site of the 

modification in the template by stabilizing the adducted base in a conformation 

allowing proper H-bonding.94   

SNI and timed FLE by Dpo4 were performed again on the NarI(22) 

templates containing X = BThG, or PyG in the presence of 20% DMSO, to 

determine if a nonpolar solvent would increase the extent of replication. In the 

presence of individual dNTPs (Figure 2-15a), the extent of misincorporation 

opposite both BThG and PyG was strongly increased. Without DMSO, Dpo4 

misincorporated 9%, 18%, and 13% of G, A, and T, respectively, opposite the 

BThG adduct, and 7%, 19%, and 8% or G, A, and T, respectively, opposite the 

PyG adduct. When DMSO was added, incorporation of G, A, and T increased to 

50%, 80%, and 78%, respectively, opposite the BThG adduct, and to 26%, 72%, 

and 64%, respectively, opposite the PyG adduct. In the presence of all four 

dNTPs (Figure 2-15c), extension past BThG was possible as a full-length product 

was detected after 30 min, compared to after 90 min without DMSO (Figure 2-

14), although position 3 was still a strong stalling point for Dpo4 during replication 

of this template. The template containing X = PyG previously was blocked after 

incorporation opposite the lesion. In the presence of DMSO, a second base is 

detected, although extension is further blocked at this point. In the SNI 

experiments with DMSO, two bases of C are incorporated, suggesting a slippage 
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phenomenon may be adopted, allowing for a second base to be incorporated 

during FLE which lines up with the incorrectly extended +2 product from 

extension opposite BThG. 

 
Figure 2-15: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Dpo4 in the presence of 25 µM of 
individual dNTPs (indicated under each lane) with 20% DMSO in the reaction mixture (b) 
Relative amount of each nucleotide incorporated against X = BThG (grey), and X = PyG 
(black). (c) Timed FLE of NarI(22):15mer duplexes (where X = BThG, or PyG) by 20 nM of 
Dpo4 in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP and 20% DMSO. 5 µL aliquots of the reactions 
were removed and quenched in stop dye at each of the time points indicated under each 
lane. Green triangles indicate correct base incorporation products, while red triangles 
indicate incorrect base incorporation products with different mobilities on the gel. 

2.3.3 MD Simulations Against C 

MD simulations of the NarI(12) containing X = BThG, or PyG paired 

opposite a 12mer complementary strand again predict that both adducts prefer to 

be in a B-type anti-conformation when paired against C (Figure 2-16), despite the 

free nucleosides favouring the syn-conformation. The anti-conformation allows 

for W-C H-bonding with C to occur, while placing the C8-aryl moiety in the major 

groove exposed to the aqueous environment. The increase in free energy upon 

adoption of the syn-conformation suggests that Hoogsteen H-bonding and/or 
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stacking interactions that occur with the C8-ring system upon base rotation does 

not adequately compensate for the loss of W-C H-bonding. The smaller BThG 

adopts a W-type conformation placing the C8-aryl ring group in the minor groove. 

However, the larger PyG adopts an S-type conformation which allows for the 

adduct to stack with the adjacent base-pairs, but flips the opposing C out of the 

helix. Of the C-linked adducts studied, this is the only adduct that adopts the S-

type conformation, which is considered pro-mutagenic for polycyclic N-linked 

adducts.58,103 For both BThG and PyG adducts, the angle of the bulky moiety 

relative to the nucleobase (defined by θ) also plays a role in the conformational 

preference of the base, with a stronger influence by the uneven bulk of the larger 

pyrene adduct.  

 
Figure 2-16: MD simulations of the central trimers of the NarI(12) template containing 
either X = BThG, or PyG at the G3-site when paired opposite a 12mer complementary 
strand that places the correct base C against the adducts. 

2.3.4 Extension of 18mer primers 

 The presence of two bands at position 2 during FLE by Dpo4 (Figure 2-14, 

and 2-15c) suggests both error-prone and error-free extension past BThG. To 

help determine if two mechanisms of replication could proceed, elongated 

primers were annealed to the modified NarI(22) templates. Two 18mer primers 
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were used, one that contained the correct (C) bases corresponding to three 

bases incorporated in our previous studies (C18, highlighted in green in Figure 2-

17), and the other containing incorrectly (I) incorporated bases that could 

potentially induce a 2-base bulge in the template strand (I18, highlighted in red in 

Figure 2-17). An 18mer primer (corresponding to 3 bases incorporated to the 

15mer primer), was chosen because this was observed as a major stalling point 

during extension past BThG (Figure 2-14, and 2-15c), and previously with QG as 

well.95 Extension by 20 nM of Dpo4 was performed with and without DMSO, in 

the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP (Figure 2-17). For extension past BThG, a 

full-length 22mer product was detected when the C18 primer was annealed to 

the template, with or without DMSO in the reaction mixture. However, extension 

past BThG when the I18 primer was annealed showed only two bases 

incorporated to generate a 20mer product. This is consistent with a -2 frameshift 

mutation that would occur through the formation of a 2-base bulge,26 which was 

previously determined to be stabilized by this adduct.104 Therefore, it is possible 

for both error-free and error-prone extension to occur past BThG. However, as 

extension is not significantly blocked by either C18 or I18, it is possible that 

another 18mer product is generated during FLE that stalls replications. In Figure 

2-15c, there is a strong band detected at position 3 (corresponding to an 18mer 

product) with the template containing BThG. The results presented in Figure 2-

17, however, show that neither C18 or I18 actually cause major stalling, and if 

I18 was created during FLE, a stronger band corresponding to a -2 deletion 

would be expected in Figure 2-15c. Future work should include sequence 
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determination of the generated 18mer product from FLE (Figure 2-15c) to help 

understand polymerase interaction with DNA containing C-linked C8-aryl-dG 

adducts during replication. 

 
Figure 2-17: FLE of modified NarI(22):18mer duplexes, containing X = BThG, or PyG. The 
18mer primers used are listed about the gel in either green for the correct (C18) primer, or 
in red for the incorrect (I18) primer that could induce a 2-base bulge. Extension was run 
without (FLE), or with DMSO (FLE+D) added to the reactions mixture. A blank (B) of each 
primer was included for comparison, as well as a mixture of correct and incorrect primers 
(Mix) of increasing length on the left hand side. Previous samples from the 90 minute time 
point from timed FLE with DMSO (FLE+D @90) was also included for comparison. 

Extension past the bulkier PyG adduct, however, only occurred when the 

modified template was annealed to the C18 primer, as a 22mer product was 

generated. No extension was detected when the I18 primer was annealed. This 

is of interest because our previous FLE experiments with this adduct did not even 

generate an 18mer product; instead, extension was always stalled after either 

one or two bases were incorporated, depending on whether DMSO was present. 

The N-linked APG lesion has previously been shown to stall replication prior to 

entering the active site of Dpo4, due to interactions with hydrophobic residues.94 
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It may be possible that even when the polymerase has past the template site 

containing the PyG lesion, the large hydrophobic aryl moiety can still interact with 

the polymerase to shield it from the polar solvent, leading to replication stalling. 

This interaction could explain why only 2 bases were previously observed during 

extension by Dpo4 (Figure 2-15c). However, once the large active site of the 

enzyme is past the PyG, the hydrophobic adduct may not be able to interact with 

the polymerase, therefore allowing replication to continue, as observed when a 

correct 18mer primer is used (Figure 2-17). However, when the I18 primer was 

annealed, a 2-base bulge could be induced which likely allows the bulky PyG 

adduct to be shielded in a conformation similar to the conformation adopted by 

the QG adduct in Figure 2-8. Previous experiments from the Manderville lab have 

determined that the PyG adduct does in fact stabilize a 2-base bulge104 

suggesting that this conformation is favoured. When in the 2-base bulge, the 

adduct could possibly also be further stabilized by interactions with the enzyme, 

which again could cause the blockage in replication that we observe with the I18 

annealed (Figure 2-17). 

2.4 Biological Implications: C- versus N-linked C8-G Adducts 

The extensive literature available regarding the N-linked C8-dG adducts 

shows that all of the derivatives with potent mutagenicity have polycyclic 

structures,105 compared to the single-ringed aniline derivatives, which are not 

potent mutagens.43 Adoption of the pro-mutagenic S-type conformation58,103 

when paired opposite C in duplex DNA (Figure 1-10) is thought to be the cause 

of the mutagenic outcomes of polycyclic N-linked adducts such as C8-AAF-
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dG,106 and C8-IQ-dG.55 The single ring system of C8-aniline-dG adduct is too 

small to effectively intercalate into the helix, so the base readily adopts the B-

type anti-conformation when paired opposite C in duplex DNA (Figure 1-10) with 

minimal distortion to the helix.60 The B-type structure is also favoured for the C-

linked C8-aryl-dG adducts studied when paired opposite C, as proper W-C H-

bonding is allowed to occur (Figure 2-6, 2-16). However, the C-linked C8-dG 

adducts possess a strong syn-preference when unpaired95 and the size of the 

C8-aryl ring governs their conformational flexibility between syn- and anti-

conformations (Figure 2-6, 2-16). When in the syn-conformation, all the studied 

adducts adopt a W-type conformation placing the C8-aryl moiety in the minor 

groove of DNA, except the largest PyG adduct, which adopts an S-type 

conformation that is stabilized through stacking with adjacent base-pairs. 

When placed at the reiterated G3-position of the NarI sequence, polycyclic 

N-linked C8-dG adducts are known to generate −2 frameshift mutations38,54 

which correlates with their ability to stabilize a 2-base SMI.56,96,97 In contrast to 

their N-linked counterparts, only the adducts containing the linearly extended ring 

systems (BThG and PyG) were able to stabilize a SMI.104 When annealed to a 2-

base bulge inducing primer, it was seen that BThG in fact did stabilize the SMI, 

allowing extension to continue (Figure 2-17), likely undergoing the currently 

accepted mechanism for -2 frameshift deletions as observed with N-linked 

adducts (Figure 2-9a).54 However, during FLE by Dpo4, a full-length product was 

detected, which suggests both error-free and error-prone replicative mechanisms 

could be occurring at the same time. The larger PyG adduct did not allow 
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extension when annealed to a 2-base bulge inducing primer, which could be due 

to increased interactions with the polymerase causing replication blockage. With 

the single-ringed lesions (FurG and PhG), FLE by Dpo4 also generate full-length 

products, but there was an increase in multiple intermediate products suggesting 

insertion of different bases at the same positions (Figure 2-5). Unlike with QG, 

and BThG where two C bases were inserted during SNI, Dpo4 inserted four C 

bases during SNI opposite the FurG and PhG. This led us to propose a modified 

slippage-realignment mechanism to produce a C:C mismatch distal to the adduct 

site (Figure 2-9b). This realignment process is not expected to occur with the 

larger adducts studied, as shown by the stabilization of the SMI (for BThG and 

PyG104), or the negative impact of rotating the bulky lesion back to an anti-

conformation for W-C pairing to C when a syn-conformation is preferred in the 

SMI (for QG, Figure 2-8).  

Similar to the N-linked adducts,54,60,61 conformational preference, aryl ring 

size and sequence of DNA can impact the mutagenic outcome of C-linked 

adducts. The studies presented here demonstrate that increased C8-aryl ring 

size leads to increased blockage of replication by Kf−, suggesting recruitment of 

lesion-bypass polymerases, such as Dpo4. Extension by Dpo4 was able to 

continue further than Kf−, with increased fidelity opposite the lesion site, but more 

semi-targeted mutagenesis was generated as extension continues. When the 

five-membered ring system of FurG is extended linearly as in BThG, it is 

proposed that different mechanisms are used to generate semi-targeted 

mutations (i.e. slippage-realignment for FurG, 2-base bulge stabilization for 
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BThG) Similarly, as the six-membered ring system of PhG is increased to QG, 

and PyG, it is proposed that the increase in hydrophobicity plays a larger role in 

blocking replication.  
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3.1 Extension of the Aryl Ring 
The adducts utilized in this portion of the research were PhOdG, NapdG, 

and BiPhdG (Figure 1-16). These lesions were incorporated at the G3-site of the 

NarI(22) template (X, Figure 2-1). PhOdG can be directly compared to the single 

ring N-linked adduct aniline, while NapdG and BiPhdG were used to determine 

the effect of aryl ring extension. 

3.1.1 Extension by Kf− 

(a) SNI 

To determine the miscoding potential of O-linked C8-aryl-dG adducts with 

extended ring systems, SNI assays were performed on the NarI(22):15mer 

duplexes containing X = G, PhOG, NapG, or BiPhG with 20 nM Kf− in the 

presence of 25 µM of individual dNTPs (Figure 3-1). For the unmodified template 

(X = G), a similar magnitude of misincorporation was observed as when 

extended in the C-linked adduct experiments with BThG and PyG (Figure 2-11). 

This misincorporation, again, can be attributed to the excessive concentration of 

Kf− used for better comparison with the modified duplexes. For the templates 

containing the X = PhOG, or NapG adducts, only the correct base C was 

detected to be incorporated, at 61% and 70%, respectively. No incorporation was 

detected opposite the BiPhG adduct.  
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Figure 3-1: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Kf− in the presence of 25 µM of 
individual dNTPs (indicated under each lane). (b) Relative amount of each nucleotide 
incorporated against X = G (white), X = PhOG (grey), and X = NapG (black). 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 3-2), extension by Kf− past the 

O-linked adducts was possible, with blunt-end extension also occurring through 

the addition of an 8th base.94 Compared to the unmodified template (X = G), the 

presence of either PhOG or NapG caused some stalling of replication, as more 

intermediate product bands were detected, particularly at the site opposite the 

lesion (position 1). FLE was not performed on the template containing the BiPhG 

adduct due to the lack of incorporation observed during SNI.  
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Figure 3-2: FLE of NarI(22):15mer duplexes where X = G, PhOG, or NapG (as indicated 
under each lane) by 20 nM Kf− in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP. 

3.1.2 Extension by Dpo4 

(a) SNI 

Although the PhOG and NapG O-linked adducts did not block replication 

by Kf−, similar experiments were performed using Dpo4 to determine any 

differences in primer extension past these adducts. Dpo4 was also used to 

determine if a TLS polymerase could replicate past the BiPhG adduct. Similar to 

previous experiments, Dpo4 showed low fidelity during SNI assays (Figure 3-3) 

with the unmodified NarI(22) template (X = G) through significant 

misincorporation of all four bases opposite G, including multiple incorporations of 

C and G. The low fidelity observed by Dpo4 is consistent with its lack of 

geometric selection for correct base pairs due to the large active site.28 For the 

templates containing X = PhOG, and NapG, the extent of multiple incorporations 
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by Dpo4 was significantly decreased compared to the unmodified template. For 

example, a relative amount of 29% was detected for a fourth C base incorporated 

opposite the unmodified G, while only 9% or 4% of a fourth C was detected 

opposite PhOG or NapG, respectively. However, significant misincorporation of 

the other dNTPs was also seen opposite the modified templates. For the 

template containing X = BiPhG, only a small amount of C was inserted (~10%).  

	  
Figure 3-3: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Dpo4 in the presence of 25 µM of 
individual dNTPs (indicated under each lane). (b) Relative amount of each nucleotide 
incorporated against X = G (white), X = PhOG (grey), X = NapG (black), and X = BiPhG 
(lined). 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 3-4), following 1 hour of 

incubation, Dpo4 showed similar extension past the PhOG and NapG adducts as 

Kf− (Figure 3-2), with a full-length product visible. Extension by Dpo4 past the 

BiPhG adduct was strongly stalled prior to insertion of a base opposite the lesion 

at position 1, as a strong band remained for the 15mer primer even after 90 min 
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of incubation. However, a faint band for full-length product was visible by 90 min. 

This result is consistent with replication by Dpo4 on the fluorinated N-linked 

counterpart, [N-(2’-deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-4’-fluoro-4-aminobiphenyl] (FABP), which 

showed that insertion opposite this lesion was a major stalling point for this 

enzyme.108 

	  
Figure 3-4: Timed FLE of NarI(22):15mer duplexes (where X = G, PhOG, NapG, or BiPhG) 
by 20 nM Dpo4. 5 µL aliquots of the reactions were removed and quenched in stop dye at 
each of the time points indicated under each lane.  

(c) Extension in DMSO 

SNI and timed FLE by Dpo4 were performed again on the NarI(22):15mer 

duplexes containing X = PhOG, NapG, or BiPhG in the presence of 20% DMSO 

to determine whether a nonpolar solvent would affect the efficiency of replication. 
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SNI with DMSO was not performed on the template containing BiPhG due to a 

lack of sample. In the presence of individual dNTPs (Figure 3-5a), the extent of 

multiple incorporations of each base was strongly increased across from both 

PhOG and NapG. For example, 28% and 30% of the primers annealed to the 

templates containing PhOG and NapG, respectively, were further extended to 

include 4 C bases (Figure 3-5b) while less than 10% was detected without 

DMSO (Figure 3-3). In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 3-5c), the 

efficiency of extension past PhOG and NapG was increased as less stalling 

opposite the both lesions was detected. For the template containing the BiPhG 

adduct, insertion opposite the modified base was still a major stalling point, as 

most of the primer remained unreacted even after 90 min.  

 
Figure 3-5: (a) SNI by 20 nM of Dpo4 in the presence of 20% DMSO on NarI(22):15mer 
duplexes containing X = PhOG, or NapG. (b) Relative amount of each dNTP incorporated 
opposite X = PhOG (grey), or X = NapG (black). (c) Timed FLE by 20 nM Dpo4 in the 
presence of 20% DMSO on NarI(22):15mer duplexes containing X = PhOG, NapG, or 
BiPhG. 
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3.1.3 MD Simulations 

MD simulations on the PhOG, NapG and BiPhG adducts performed by 

collaborators at the University of Lethbridge suggest that, like the studied C-

linked adducts, these O-linked adducts prefer to adopt the syn-conformation as a 

free nucleoside, due to the lower relative energy shown in Table 3-1. However, 

the relative energy difference between the syn- and anti-conformations is 

relatively small (~18 kJ mol-1) for all adducts, suggesting that rotation of the 

adducted based to the anti-conformation would be possible. For comparison, we 

will assume the energies for the free nucleoside are representative of the 

adducted bases when incorporated into the DNA sequence with no base 

opposite (i.e. when in the NarI(22) template annealed to the 15mer primer). The 

ease of rotation suggested for the unpaired adducts is important for base 

insertion, as MD simulations predict when paired opposite C, all three of these O-

linked adducts prefer to be in an anti-conformation, allowing proper W-C H-

bonding to occur. It is also interesting to note that, when paired opposite G, all 

three adducts are predicted to be in the syn-conformation.  
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Table 3-1: Relative energy from MD simulations of the syn- and anti-conformations of 
adduct nucleosides or adducts when paired against C or G, provided by collaborators at 
the University of Lethbridge. 

 
 

For the planar adducts (PhOG and NapG), the conformational energies 

are in agreement with the biochemical results. As the adducts are initially in the 

preferred syn-conformation when unpaired, and must overcome a relatively small 

energetic barrier to rotate to the anti-conformation, insertion of the incorrect 

bases (G, A, and T as seen in Figure 3-3) likely occurs through modified H-

bonding. Once the adducts have overcome the energetic barrier and flipped to 

the anti-conformation, proper W-C H-bonding with C can occur (as seen in SNI 

by both Kf−, Figure 3-1, and Dpo4, Figure 3-3), which can stabilize the B-type 

conformation of the adducts. Studies with the C8-aniline adduct - the N-linked 

counterpart of PhOG - have shown this adduct to favour a B-type conformation, 

that does not disrupt the DNA helix.60 The misincorporation of G, A, and T is 

likely also aided by the large active site of Dpo4 that has minimal contacts with 

the base pairs compared to the smaller active site of Kf−. 

The conformational energies predicted for the twisted BiPhG adduct, 

however, do not support the biochemical results. A similar relative energy as the 
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two planar adducts is given for the BiPhG adduct to rotate from the syn- to anti-

conformation. However, insertion of C is significantly decreased suggesting 

proper W-C H-bonding is harder to achieve. The increased twist of the adduct 

between the two phenyl rings could be the cause for the decreased 

incorporation, as the adduct may associate more with the polymerase, making it 

harder for proper alignment in the active site to occur. 

3.2 Effect of Chlorination 

The modified DNA bases utilized in this portion of the research were 

PhOdG, TCPdG, and PCPdG (Figure 1-16). These lesions were incorporated at 

the G3-site of the NarI(22) template (X, Figure 2-1). The effect of increasing 

chlorination on TCPdG and PCPdG was compared to the nonchlorinated 

PhOdG.  

3.2.1 Extension by Kf- 

(a) SNI 

To determine the miscoding potential of increased chlorination on O-linked 

C8-aryl-dG adducts, SNI assays were performed on the NarI(22):15mer duplexes 

containing X = G, PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG by 20 nM Kf− in the presence of 25 

µM of individual dNTPs (Figure 3-6). For the unmodified template (X = G), and 

the template containing X = PhOG, there was a slight increase in relative amount 

of misincorporation by Kf− than previously observed (Figure 3-1), which could be 

related to experimental error. For the templates containing the X = TCPG, and 

PCPG adducts, insertion of C was predominantly observed, with relative 

amounts of 78% and 70%, respectively.  
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Figure 3-6: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Kf− on NarI(22):15mer duplexes 
containing X = G, PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG in the presence of 25 µM of individual dNTPs 
(indicated under each lane). (b) Relative amount of each nucleotide incorporated against X 
= G (white), X = PhOG (grey), and X = TCPG (lined), and X = PCPG (black). 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 3-7), extension by Kf− past the 

O-linked adducts containing chlorine atoms was strongly stalled after insertion of 

one base across from the lesion (at position 1). Replication past PCPG is 

blocked more strongly than past TCPG, as some +6 and +7 (full-length) bands 

are observed. Extension past the PhOG adduct was the same as previously 

determined above (Figure 3-2), where the enzyme was able to fully extend the 

primer, although more slowly than when annealed to the unmodified template. 
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Figure 3-7: FLE of NarI(22):15mer duplexes where X = G, PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG (as 
indicated under each lane) by 20 nM Kf− in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP. 

3.2.2 Extension by Dpo4 

(a) SNI 

Since extension past both TCPG and PCPG by Kf− was strongly stalled 

opposite the lesion, the model translesion polymerase Dpo4 was used to 

examine replication of the modified NarI(22) templates. In SNI assays (Figure 3-

8), Dpo4 again showed similar relative amounts of misincorporation opposite the 

unmodified (X = G) and the nonchlorinated (X = PhOG) templates, as previously 

determined (as in Figure 3-3). Dpo4, however, significantly increased the relative 

amount of misincorporation opposite both chlorinated adducts, compared to Kf− 

which primarily inserted C. In fact, all three incorrect bases are incorporated with 

almost equal ease opposite the chlorinated adducts. The relative amount of the 

correct base C (86% for TCPG, and 78% for PCPG) was only slightly higher than 
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the relative amount of each incorrect base incorporated (79-82% for TCP, and 

71-74% for PCPG).  

 
Figure 3-8: (a) SNI primer extension assays by 20 nM Dpo4 on NarI(22):15mer duplexes 
containing X = G, PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG in the presence of 25 µM of individual dNTPs 
(indicated under each lane). (b) Relative amount of each nucleotide incorporated against X 
= G (white), X = PhOG (grey), X = TCPG (lined), or X = PCPG (black). 

(b) FLE 

In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 3-9), Dpo4 was completely 

blocked following insertion of one base opposite the chlorinated adducts. 

Insertion opposite TCPG and PCPG was seen as a major stalling point for both 

templates, as a strong band was detected at position 1 at all time points. 

Although replication becomes blocked, incorporation across from the chlorinated 

adducts was not difficult for the polymerase, as the amount of remaining primer 

after 15 minutes of incubation was only ~24% for TCPG and ~40% for PCPG.  
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Figure 3-9: Timed FLE of NarI(22):15mer duplexes where X = G, PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG by 
20 nM Dpo4. 5 µL aliquots of the reactions were removed and quenched in stop dye at 
each of the time points indicated under each lane. 

(c) Extension in DMSO 

SNI and timed FLE by Dpo4 were performed again on the NarI(22):15mer 

duplexes containing X = PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG in the presence of 20% DMSO 

to determine if a nonpolar solvent would increase the extent of replication. In the 

presence of individual dNTPs (Figure 3-10a), the extent of misincorporation 

opposite all modified bases was increased through multiple incorporations of 

each base. For example, approximately 12% and 16% of the extended primers 

were further extended to include four C bases opposite the TCPG, and PCPG 

adducts, respectively. In the presence of all four dNTPs (Figure 3-10c), extension 
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past PhOG was the same as previously observed (Figure 3-5c) to create a full-

length product. Extension past both chlorinated adducts was also increased, with 

faint bands detected corresponding to a full-length product. However, extension 

was still strongly stalled opposite the lesion (position 1), although in the presence 

of DMSO, extension was stalled again at position 3, which was previously seen 

with the C-linked C8-aryl adducts BThG (Figure 2-15c), and QG (Figure 2-5).95  

 
Figure 3-10: (a) SNI by 20 nM of Dpo4 in the presence of 20% DMSO on NarI(22):15mer 
duplexes containing X = PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG. (b) Relative amounts of each dNTP 
incorporated opposite X = PhOG (grey), X = TCPG (lined), or X = PCPG (black). (c) Timed 
FLE by 20 nM Dpo4 in the presence of 20% DMSO on NarI(22):15mer duplexes containing 
X = PhOG, TCPG, or PCPG, with aliquots of sample quenched after the time listed under 
the gel. The first lane on the left (5*) was included as a marker for each of the produced 
extension products by FLE by 20 nM of Dpo4 on the unmodified duplex after 5 minutes of 
incubation. 

3.2.3 MD Simulations 

 MD simulations by collaborators at the University of Lethbridge show that, 

similar to all other adducts studied in this Thesis, PCPG prefers to be in the B-

type anti-conformation when paired against C (Figure 3-11). When in the anti-

conformation, pairing with A and T is also possible for this base, although the 
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PCPG base must be in the W-type syn-conformation for pairing opposite G. 

TCPG would be expected to have similar conformational preferences as PCPG. 

	  
Figure 3-11: MD simulations of PCPG in the lowest energy conformation when paired 
against C, G, A. and T. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines. 

When PCPG is in the B-type or W-type conformations, the lipophilic 

moiety is placed in either the major, or minor groove, respectively. This exposes 

the chlorinated ring to the polar aqueous environment of the solvent which likely 

causes the adduct to stabilize itself through interactions with hydrophobic 

residues on the polymerase,94 similarly suggested for the hydrophobic PyG 

adduct. These interactions are also likely to cause stalling of replication, as it 

would be unfavourable to move the adduct back into the polar environment.  
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3.2.4 Extension of 18mer Primer 

When the polarity of the aqueous solvent was decreased through addition 

of DMSO, extension past both TCPG, and PCPG was increased, although a new 

stalling point was observed at position 3 (Figure 3-10c). As this was previously 

observed with BThG, we wished to determine whether a similar phenomenon 

would occur with the chlorinated adducts, which would lead to error-free and 

error-prone extension, particularly at position 2. The same 18mer primers as 

used with BThG and PyG (Figure 2-17) were annealed to the NarI(22) templates 

containing X = TCPG and PCPG. Extension by 20 nM of Dpo4 was carried out 

with and without DMSO, in the presence of 25 µM of each dNTP (Figure 3-12). 

Extension to a full-length 22mer product, as well as a +5 (23mer) product due to 

blunt-end extension was possible past TCPG when the C18 primer was annealed 

to the template, both with and without DMSO in the reaction mixture. Extension 

past TCPG when the I18 primer was annealed was mostly blocked. However, 

some incorporation of 2 bases was detected to generate a 20mer product. This is 

consistent with a -2 frameshift mutation that would occur through the formation of 

a 2-base bulge,26 which would be induced by the I18 primer. Although both error-

free, and error-prone extension past TCPG is possible, error-prone extension is 

much less favourable as observed by the strong band remaining for the I18 

primer compared to no C18 primer remaining. Therefore, interactions of the 

lipophilic moiety with the polymerase active site likely causes replication stalling. 
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Figure 3-12: FLE of modified NarI(22):18mer duplexes, containing X = TCPG, or PCPG. The 
18mer primers used are listed about the gel in either green for the correct (C18) primer, or 
in red for the incorrect (I18) primer that could induce a 2-base bulge. Extension was run 
without (FLE), or with DMSO (FLE+D) added to the reactions mixture. A blank (B) of each 
primer was included for comparison, as well as a mixture of correct and incorrect primers 
(Mix) of increasing length on the left hand side. Previous samples from the 90 minute time 
point from timed FLE with DMSO (FLE+D @90) was also included for comparison. 

Extension past the PCPG adduct showed similar results as extension past 

the TCPG adduct. Extension to a full-length 22mer product when the C18 primer 

was annealed to the template, both with and without DMSO in the reaction 

mixture was observed, as well as a +5 (23mer) product due to blunt-end 

extension. When annealed to the I18 primer, extension was also strongly 

blocked, though some extension by 2 bases was detected. Although the 

presence of chlorine atoms does inhibit replication, the presence of 3 versus 5 

chlorine atoms does not have a significantly increased mutagenic effect, as both 

adducts show similar results.   
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3.3 Biological Implications of O-linked Adducts 

With similar flexibility as the N-linked C8-dG adducts, the O-linked C8-dG 

adducts show less preference to adopt a pro-mutagenic S-type intercalated 

structure. MD simulations show that the O-linked adducts studied herein adopt 

structures similar to the studied C-linked adducts, where the syn-conformation is 

preferred when unpaired, but the B-type anti-conformation is preferred when 

paired with C. Similar to the N-linked counterparts,60,61 the small planar PhOG109 

and NapG adducts do not exhibit significant replication impairment, as they likely 

do not disrupt the helical structure. Therefore, both the high fidelity and TLS 

model polymerases used (Kf− and Dpo4, respectively), can replicate past the 

PhOG and NapG lesions. Although the BiPhG adduct was predicted to have 

similar conformational preferences as the planar adducts, the increased twist of 

the C8-moeity severely blocked replication by Dpo4 (Figure 3-4) prior to insertion 

opposite the adduct.  

The addition of chlorine to phenol is observed to have a significant effect 

on replication by both polymerase enzymes (Figure 3-7, 3-9). Blockage of 

replication occurs after insertion of one base opposite the chlorinated lesions, 

which is commonly observed with the well-studied bulky N-linked adducts.88 The 

TCPG and PCPG adducts have increased lipophilicity, which likely causes the 

stalling of replication due to interactions with hydrophobic residues between the 

finger and little finger domains of the polymerase.94 Replication stalling of 

hydrophobic N-linked adducts has previously been alleviated by the addition of 

organic solvents such as DMSO.94,100 Upon addition of DMSO to the reaction 
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mixtures, replication was able to proceed past the chlorinated adducts, though it 

was again stalled after 3 bases were incorporated (Figure 3-10c). Also, when 

annealed to an 18mer primer, placing the lesions distal from the primer terminus, 

replication was determined to proceed without stalling (Figure 3-12), suggesting 

that once past the active site, the lesion does not disrupt replication.  

When incorporated within repeat sequences such as the reiterated G3-

position of the NarI sequence, replication past polycyclic N-linked C8-dG adducts 

are known to stabilize a 2-base SMI,56,96,97 leading to −2 frameshift mutations.38,54 

This type of mechanism is not likely to be utilized to bypass chlorinated O-linked 

adducts, as when an incorrect 18mer primer is annealed that would induce a 

SMI, extension is relatively weak (Figure 3-12). Overall, it is important not only to 

consider the adduct conformational preferences, but to determine the 

biochemical outcomes, as connectivity, chlorination, and aryl ring size can have 

significant implications on DNA replication.  
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Chapter 4. 
 

Materials and Methods 
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4.1 Materials and Equipment 

4.1.1 DNA 

The unmodified template 22mer strand, as well as all the primer strands 

were synthesized and purified via PAGE from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. (Oakville, ON). 

Other members of the Manderville Laboratory synthesized all modified template 

strands. Synthesis was performed using a BioAutomation Corporation MerMade 

12 automatic synthesizer, followed by purification via HPLC (University of 

Guelph, Guelph, ON). 

4.1.2 Primer Radiolabeling and Duplex Annealing 

T4 polynucleotide kinase with 10X T4 polynucleotide Kinase Reaction 

Buffer was purchased from New England BioLabs (Whitby, ON), while the 

isotopically labelled ATP ([γ-32P]-ATP) was purchased from PerkinElmer 

(Woodbridge, ON). Labelled oligonucleotides were purified using Micro Bio-spin 

P-6 gel columns containing Tris buffer from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Mississauga, 

ON). 

4.1.3 Primer Extension Assays 

E. coli pol I Klenow Fragment (3’ à 5’ exo-) was purchased from New 

England BioLabs (Whitby, ON) while Sulfolobus solfataricus P2 DNA polymerase 

IV (Dpo4) was purchased from Trevigen Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD). A dNTP set 

containing 100 mM of dCTP, dGTP, dATP, and dTTP – PCR grade was 

purchased from Invitrogen – Life Technologies (Burlington, ON). The assay 

buffer for reactions with Dpo4 was prepared with NaCl, Tris (pH 8.0), DTT, 
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glycerol (all from Invitrogen – Life Technologies, Burlington, ON), and bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) (New England BioLabs, Whitby, ON). MgCl2 (Invitrogen – 

Life Technologies, Burlington, ON) was required to be added to the reaction 

samples directly when Dpo4 was used. See methods for final concentrations. 

Primer extension assays were quenched using a stop dye solution made of 95% 

formamide, 0.05% xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue (both from Sigma-

Aldrich, Oakville, ON), and 20mM EDTA (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Mississauga, 

ON). 

4.1.4 Gel Electrophoresis 

15% PAGE gels containing 7M urea were used. The following reagents 

were used to prepared these gels fresh before each use: urea (Invitrogen – Life 

Technologies, Burlington, ON), 40% acrylamide:bisacrylamide (19:1) (Bio-Rad 

Laboratories, Mississauga, ON), TBE buffer (Tris, Boric acid, and EDTA – from 

Fisher Scientific, Burlington, ON, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, and Bio-Rad 

Laboratories, Mississauga, ON, respectively), ammonium persulfate (Bio-Rad 

Laboratories, Mississauga, ON), N,N,N,N'-tetramethyl-ethylenediamine (TEMED) 

(Invitrogen – Life Technologies, Burlington, ON). PAGE gels were run on T-

RexTM Aluminum Backed Sequencer connected to FB3000 Electrophoresis 

Power Supply (both from Fisher Scientific, Burlington, ON) in TBE buffer. Gels 

were visualized by exposing to an Imaging Screen K that was later scanned on a 

Personal Molecular Imager FX Phosphorimager (both from Bio-Rad Laboratories, 

Mississauga, ON).  
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4.1.5 UV-Visible Measurements 

UV-Vis measurements were recorded on a Cary 300-Bio UV-Visible 

Spectrophotometer equipped with a 6 × 6 Multicell Block Peltier stirrer and 

temperature controller with Probe Series II. Spectra were recorded using 

108.002-QS cuvettes from Hellma Analytics. 

4.1.6 Fluorescence Measurements 

Fluorescence measurements were recorded on a Cary Eclipse 

Fluorescence Spectrophotometer equipped with a 1 × 4 Multicell Block Peltier, 

stirrer and temperature controller with Probe Series II. Spectra were recorded 

using 108.002F-QS cuvettes from Hellma Analytics, with a light path of 10 × 2 

mm. 

4.2 Experimental Methods 
The separation of extension products by PAGE was repeated a minimum 

of two times. The figures presented in this thesis are the clearest image that was 

obtained. 

4.2.1 Oligonucleotide Quantitation 

Quantitation of each oligonucleotide was performed by determining the 

UV-Visible absorbance at 260 nm. Beer’s law was employed to calculate the 

concentration, using extinction coefficients obtained from: 

http://www.idtdna.com/analyzer/applications/oligoanalyzer. Modified 

oligonucleotides were assumed to have the same extinction coefficient as the 

unmodified 22mers. 
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4.2.2 Radiolabeling 

T4 polynucleotide kinase and [γ-32P]ATP were used to label the DNA 

strands at the 5’-end by incubating at 37°C for 1 hour, followed by heat 

denaturation of the enzyme at 97°C  for 10 minutes. The labeled strands were 

then isolated using BioRad Micro Bio-Spin Gel Columns, as per manufacturer 

protocol.  

4.2.3 Annealing 

The unmodified and modified DNA template/primer duplexes were 

prepared by annealing the primer (either 15mer or 18mer) to the 22mer template 

strands (minimum 50% excess of template strand) through heating the mixtures 

to 95°C for 10 min, followed by slow cooling to room temperature overnight. 

4.2.4 Single Nucleotide Incorporation Assays 

4.2.4.1 X = G, FurG, PhG, QG 

The following experiments were performed at the ETH Zurich, Zurich, 

Switzerland. Kf- or Dpo4 were used to perform primer extension reactions on 

each previously labeled and annealed primer/template duplex in the presence of 

dCTP, dGTP, dATP, or dTTP. Reactions were initiated by the addition of the 

dNTP (at a final concentration of 25, 50, 75 or 100 µM) to enzyme/DNA mixtures 

to give a final reaction volume of 10 µL. The final concentrations for Kf- assays 

were 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothreitol 

(DTT), 100 nM duplex, and 1 nM Kf- for the unmodified duplex, and 10 nM Kf- for 

each of the modified duplexes. The final concentrations for Dpo4 assays were 50 
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mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 2.5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 100 µg/mL bovine 

serum albumin (BSA), 5% glycerol, 100 nM duplex, and 10 nM Dpo4. Reactions 

were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with Kf-, or 30 minutes with Dpo4, followed by 

4 µL transferred and mixed with 36 µL of stop dye to terminate the reaction. 4 µL 

of these quenched reactions were then subjected to 15% polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis in the presence of 7 M urea and incorporation products were 

visualized from a phosphorimaging screen using a Bio-Rad phosphorimager. 

4.2.4.2 X = G, BThG, PyG, PhOG, TCPG, PCPG, NapG, BiPhG  

The following experiments were performed at the University of Guelph, 

Guelph, Ontario. 20 nM of either Kf- or Dpo4 was used to perform primer 

extension assays on the previously labeled and annealed primer/template 

duplexes in the presence of dCTP, dGTP, dATP, or dTTP. The reactions were 

initiated by the addition of the dNTP (final concentration of 25 µM) to the 

enzyme/DNA mixtures to give a final reaction volume of 10 µL. The final 

concentrations of all other reagents were the same as listed above. Primer 

extension assays with an unmodified template were also repeated with 20 nM Kf- 

or Dpo4. Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with Kf-, or 30 min with 

Dpo4, followed by 4 µL transferred and mixed with 36 µL of stop dye to terminate 

the reaction. Aliquots of these quenched reactions were then subjected to 15% 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in the presence of 7 M urea and incorporation 

products were visualized from a phosphorimaging screen using a Bio-Rad 

phosphorimager. 
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Primer extension assays by 20 nM Dpo4 in the presence of dCTP, dGTP, 

dATP, or dTTP at a final concentration of 25 µM in the presence of 20% DMSO 

was performed on all of these modified duplex strands. All other concentrations 

remained the same as in previous extension assays with Dpo4. After 30 min of 

incubation at 37°C, 4 µL was transferred and mixed with 36 µL of stop dye before 

product separation and visualization as described above. 

4.2.5 Full-Length Extension Assays 

4.2.5.1 X = G, FurG, PhG, QG 

The following experiments were performed at the ETH Zurich, Zurich, 

Switzerland. Kf- or Dpo4 were used to perform primer extension reactions on 

each previously labeled and annealed primer/template duplex in the presence of 

a 100 µM 4dNTP mix (25 µM each dNTP). Increasing concentrations of each 

enzyme was used for a final concentration of 5, 10, 20 nM of Kf- or Dpo4, except 

a final concentration of 0.5, 1, 2 nM of Kf- was used with the unmodified duplex. 

All other final concentrations in each reaction were the same as outlined for the 

single nucleotide incorporation assays. Reactions were initiated by the addition of 

the dNTP mix to enzyme/DNA mixtures to give a final reaction volume of 10 µL. 

Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with Kf-, or 30 minutes with Dpo4. 

Following incubation, reactions were quenched and incorporation products were 

resolved in the same manner as for single nucleotide extension assays.  
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4.2.5.2 X = G, BThG, PyG, PhOG, TCPG, PCPG, NapG, BiPhG 

The following experiments were performed at the University of Guelph, 

Guelph, Ontario. Kf- or Dpo4 were used to perform primer extension reactions on 

each previously labeled and annealed primer/template duplex in the presence of 

a 100 µM 4dNTP mix (25 µM each dNTP). Initially, increasing concentrations of 

each enzyme was used for a final concentration of 5, 10, 20 nM of Kf- or Dpo4, 

and reactions were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with Kf-, or 30 minutes with 

Dpo4. Since a concentration of 20 nM of each enzyme was needed to see any 

incorporation with the modified 22mers, timed experiments were performed with 

this concentration of Dpo4, where 4 µL aliquots were removed from incubation at 

37°C after 2, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min for the unmodified duplex, and after 15, 30, 

45, 60, and 90 min for the modified duplexes. Full-length extension was also 

redone with 20 nM of Kf-, where 4 µL aliquots of the reactions were removed 

after 1 hour. The final concentrations of all other reagents were the same as 

listed above for both enzymes. Following removal from incubation, reactions 

were quenched and incorporation products were resolved in the same manner as 

for single nucleotide extension assays. 

Timed full-length reactions were performed again on each of the modified 

duplexes containing the 15mer primer by 20 nM of Dpo4 in the presence of 20% 

DMSO (all other concentrations remained the same). Aliquots were removed 

from incubation at 37°C at the same time points listed above, and quenched in 

36 µL of loading dye before separation and visualization in the same fashion as 

all other assays. 
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Duplexes containing unmodified or modified 22mer templates with either 

of the two 18mer primers (one correct, one incorrect complementary to template) 

were also subjected to full-length extension by 20 nM of Dpo4 in the presence of 

100 µM 4dNTP mix (25 µM each dNTP). All other concentrations remained the 

same as in the original full-length assays. Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 

30 minutes, then 4 µL aliquots were removed and quenched in 36 µL of stop dye 

before separation and visualization in the same fashion as previous experiments. 

4.2.6 Gel Quantitation 

Band quantification was performed using Quantity One ® software at ETH 

Zurich, and ImageJ64 software at the University of Guelph. Density analysis was 

performed by circumscribing each band of interest, followed by the software 

generating density values for each. Using Excel, the relative intensity of each 

band was determined as a percentage by dividing the density of a single band by 

the total density of all bands in the specific lane and multiplying by 100. 

4.2.7 Fluorescence Measurements 

The same samples used for Tm determinations containing the C-linked 

adducts were used to measure the fluorescence. Fluorescence measurements 

were recorded at room temperature. Fluorescence excitation spectra were 

recorded at the emission wavelength (maximum) of the adduct, from 220 nm to 

10 nm below the emission wavelength, while fluorescence emission spectra were 

recorded at the excitation wavelength (maximum), from 10 nm above the 
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excitation wavelength to 600 nm. The slit width remained constant at 10 nm for 

all excitation and emission measurements.  
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